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Volume 99 No. 242
School Board Lets Bids On School, Pick! House
Calloway County Middle School Becomes A Reality 
By LOWELL ATCHLEY.
STAFF REPORTER
- Calloway County Fiscal Court is
expected to take steps to begin issuing
over $2 million worth of school building
bonds today, after Calloway County
Board of Education okayed a Mayfield
firm's low bid to build a middle school
and athletic field house Thursday night.
Hal Wright Construction Company of
Mayfield came in just under Hal Perry
Construction of Benton in bidding on the
total package.
Wright bid $1,938,026 and Perry
turned in a $1,967,863 bid on the two
- projects.
The construction of a new
headquarters building for the Murray
Sanitation Department was approved
by he Murray Common Council at its
regular meeting Thursday night.
The building, approximately 8,000,
square feet according to SUPt. Jerry
Wallace, will be located on Andrus
Drive near the present Murray Natural
Gas System warehouse.
Crouch's low bid on the project came
to $169,998. Other bidders were Edwin
Cain Construction, $180,581; .Cleaver
Construction, $193,275; Green Con-
struction, $188,600; and Swift Con-
struction, $260,799.
Wallace said he expects construction
on the building to begin within two
weeks and predicted completion by
early spring.
A primary reason for the new
building is the future acquisition of the
present headquarters on U. S. 641 N. by
the Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation. DOT's plans for four-laning
12th Street from Sycamore to Utter-
back Road will take a large portion of
the present sanitation headquarters
property and the road itself will run
through the location of the present
building.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley said the city
will utilize funds from the sale of the
present property to the state coupled
School officials asked for two bids, a
bale_bid-on the proposed middle school
and an alternate on the field house.
Wright came just under Perry on the
middle school bidding — $1,790,399
compared to $1,831,000. Perry,
however, came in under Wright on the
field house alternate — 9136,863 com-
pared to $141,627.
Calloway County School Board
;Chairman Joe Dyer told newsmen
liming the session that much of the
subcontract work.will be performed by
local workers.
Both bids were over original
estirnatp and .priojeci arehitastPat
with a grant of 637,000 received through
the Purchase Area Development
Distict and another PADD grant of
about the same amount expected next
year to pay for the construction of the
building.
Also Thursday, the council approved
cootract between the Murzay and the
City of Hazel under which Hazel will
purchase water from the Murray Water
System. The contract calls for an ex-
tension of an existing water main from
Peggy Ann Drive aloog U. S. 641 to 'the
south city limits. A line will then be
constructed from that point to Hazel.
Water system Supt. Tommy Marshall
• said he "anticipates no problem" in the
system serving the needs of Hazel,
indicating there is an adequate water
supply.
In other business, the council:
— Approved on first reading an or-
dinance increasing- fees for building
permits in the city. The changes will not
be in effect until the ordinance is ap-
proved on second reading at a future
Meeting.
— Approved the appointment of John
Resig to a vacancy on the Murray
Housing Authority board.
— Approved the appointment of local
attorney Donald Jones to replace Gene
Landolt on the Murray Electric Plant
board. Landolt's term on the board has
expired.
REVIEW PLANS — Steve, Alcott (left) the recently assigned District Con-
servationist at Murray to assist the Calloway County Conservation District,
reviews operational plans with co-worker John Clendenon. Headquartered
in the Murray Field Office, Clendenon is a 22-year veteran technician with
the USDA, Soil Conservation Service. His duties include assistance to both
the Calloway County and Marshall County Conservation Districts. Clen-
denon is a 1956 graduate of Murray State UniveAty.
Steve Alcott has been named district
conservationist at Murray, William C.
Lowry, director of USDA Soil Con-
servation Service ISCS) operations in
west Kentucky announced.
Alcott replaces Ellis Morrow, who
was recently promoted and transferred
to Waltersboro, South Carolina.
Alcott, 29, has been district con-
servationist at Mount Sterling, Ken-
.tucliy for the past five years. Prior to
moving to Mount Sterling, he worked in
Louisville and Clinton.
A native of Todd County, he
graduated from Todd Central High
School and Murray State University.
Alcott began with the SCS in 1971, after
receiving a BS Degree in Agriculture,
at Murray. He has been recognized with
a Certificate of Merit, for outstanding
performance, at Mount Sterling in 1775-
76.
Alcott will direct SCS assistance to
land users in the Calloway County
Conservation District. The assistance
involves planning and implementing
conservation measures to reduce
erosion and improve *ater quality.
"We are happy to secure a con-
servationist with Steve's background
and experience to manage the _SCS
operations," Lowry stated.
Married to Paula McGregor, the
Alcott's have a three-year-old
daughter, Mary Paige. Paula is a
graduate of Murray State and
Morehead Universities. They have
purchased a home at 805 fluthrte Drive,
in Murray. They are members of the
Baptist Church.
"We are happy to move to Murray
and look forward to the opportunity to
become a part of the effort to provide
solutions to soil and water Rrobletns,"
Steve stated.
Steve is the son of Mt -111911its..1fred
Alcott; of Todd County; Paula is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs Paul
McGregor of Nortonville.
•
Gingies told board mernbers that was
due to- a number -of—factors — the
planned building will be three feet
higher than original plans to allow for
sewage flow without lift stations; a
Sprinkler system will be installed
throughout the school; and construction
wage rates are rising constantly.
School board members Dyer, Ferrell
_ Miller, Lubie Parrish, Billy Joe }Origins
and Walter Byars also adopted a
resolution paving the way for bond
sales on the school and field house-
, Calloway County Fiscal Court mem-
bers were expected to act on the same
_resolution during -a 1 --p.m, meeting.
today. According to George Sullivan of
J.J.B. Hilliard and W.L. Lyons of
le
Paducah andtWille, the bond issue
will probably - -not- exceed $2,150,000,
allowing for extra expenses above
construction costs.
The contract on the middle school and
field house is for 400 days and school
board -members gave Wright Con-
struction the go-ahead to begin stock-
piling materials this winter. School
1 superintendent Dr. Jack Rose said he
hopes students can begin school "in the
academic portion" by next fall.
The proposed 60,000 square feet
middle school will house about 600 .
students and will be located on the
canoe/ay County -High aamp ies -behind
the high school but visible feorn College -
Farm Road.
PROPOSED MIDDLE SCHOOL — This is an artist's concept-of a proposed
Calloway County middle school that will be built on the Calloway County
High campus on College farm Road. County school officials Thursday night
—let a $1,938,000 contract to build the middle school and an athletic field
house. The proposed school is a 600 capacity building with gymnasium
In another construction_ matter,
school officials indicated they are
dissatisfied enough with the pace
Einerine Construction has made on
grading for a football field and track,
also behind the high schobl, to write a
letter to the firm. -
One school official said it appears
construction workers have made slow
progress through what he called "a
good construction month."
In other school system business:
— School officiali accepted audits on
Calloway County School System funds,
central lunch  funds and  art ivity funds.
— School board members okayed_
Stlhdra Gallimore as a math teacher at
Calloway Cy, Amass, Herndon to
mew & counsel-or far the-poet:tile
offender project, and Army Sgt.
Howard Wilson to teach in the new
county high school Junior Army ROTC
program;
— County school board members
decided to align themselves with
Kentucky_ School Boards Association
which is forming a Workmen's Com-
pensation and unemployment in-
surance pool for school systems
throughout the state;
—_,SCh001 PffiriAl% _okayed an-eighth--
grade equivalency certificate for those
persons enrolled in the GED program.
that can seat from 600-800, according to school otticials. 1 he bid letting
Thursday night follows extensive school board planning that grew out of a
facilities survey Kentucky Department of Education officials handed down
early last year. A primary suggestion in that report was a middle school for
all seventh and eighth grade students in the school system.
Murray School Board Hears Self-Insurance
Pros, Cons; Delays Action Until Later
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The case against self-insurance was
presented Thursday night to members
of the Murray City School Board by Bob
Billingtcui of the Murray Insurance
Agency.
The board, which met in the library of
Robertson School after an hour-long
meeting with the Robertson faculty, is
considering the purchase of workmen's
'compensation insurance through a
trust being formed by the Kentucky
School Board Association.
The school system's present work-
men's compensation contract with
Murray insurance Agency expires July
1, 1979. The contract is bid on a three-
year basis. Billington was Invited to the
today's index
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Periods of rain and a few
thunderstorms dlminishing and
-- ending tonight. Windy and much
colder this afternoon and tonight.
Highs in the low to mid 00s. jows
tonight in the upper 10s to low 40.
Partial clearing and very chilly
Saturday with' highirin the mttt
50s. 
. _
meeting by Superintendent Robert Glin
Jeffrey to state his views of the pros
and cons of self-insurance.
A definition of "insurance" — "a
transfer of risks from one party to
another" — was first given by
Billirigton. He pointed out that there
was no other party to transfer risks to
in self-insurance.
Billington said that self-insurance
plans have not been successful in very
many states. He also stated that there
might be a problem with employee
morale.
Board members will discuss the
insurance options further at their next
meeting and hope to decide what plan to
use at their first meeting in November.
Tentative plans call kr the ad-
vertisement of bids Nov. 14 and the
opening of bids Jan. 10, prior to the Jan.
11 board meeting.
The board had sought a legal opinion
concerning their authority to require
custodial care for students in the
system. The opinion stated that it was
within the school board's power to
make it compulsory that a student who
Local Woman Killed
In Georgia Crash
A Murray woman, Mrs. Sue Coleman
Bybee, Hurt Drive, died in a three-
vehicle collision on Interstate Highway
75 six miles south of Forsyth, Ga.,
Thursday at 10:59 a.m.
Mrs. Bybee, 55, was pronounced dead
on arrival at the Monroe C,ounty
Hospital, Forsyth, at 11:53 a.m. Her
husband, Joe W. Bybee, was injured in
the accident and was admitted to the
Monroe County Hospital. He is ex-
pected to be released soon and return to
Murray with their two sons. Barry and
Buddy Bybee of Murray, who left
Thursday for Forsyth.
Roy Dunn, deputy sheriff of Monroe
County, told The Murray Ledger &
Times this morning_ that all three
vehicles — the 1972 "[Wick driven by
Mrs. Bybee, the tractor-trailer, and the
bus — were traveling in the north-
bound lane at the time of the accident.
Deputy Dunn said the Bybee-car, in
the right hand lane, Aim traveling
beside the bus in the left hand lane.
Apparently Mrs. Bybee started to pass
the traetor-trailer in front of her and as
she pulled to pass, evidently brushed
.the bus causing her tallow control of ti*
car, the deputy said. The Bybee car
then went in front of the tractor-trader
and both vehicles went off the. road on
the right hand side, according to
Deputy Dunn.
The driver of the tractor-trailer, a
Florida resident, received a few
retches in the accident, the deputy
sheriff said.
Mrs. Bybee was a member of the New
Concord Church of Christ. She was
preceded in death by her father, Oury
W. Coleman, on Feb. 3, 1928, her
mother, Mrs. Myrta Strader Coleman,
on Sept. 12, 1970, and one brother,
Robert Edward (Ted) Coleman, on
Nov. 27, 1966.
Su'rviVors include her husband, Joe
W. Bybee; two sons, Barry Bybee, Rt.
1, Murray; and Buddy Bybee, Coach
Estates, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Hafton (Mary Alice) Garner, Rt. 3,
Murray; two brothers, Holmes
Coleman, New Concord, and Pat
Coleman, Murray; two grandchildren,
Tony Bybee and Michelle Bybee.
The Blajoek-paleman Funeral Boma
be-in charge of the funeral and
burial arrangements. Friends may call
there at a time to 'be announced.
is not living with his parents or
relatives be not only the legal ward of
that person but also in their custodial
care.
In otherVction taken at the elty
school board meeting;
— Board members accepted the
resignation of Debbie Colyott, a lear-
ning disabilities teacher in the
elementary- schools: Mrs: ColyOtt
resigned because of her husband's
acceptance of out-of-state employment.
Mrs. Pat Thompson was approved by
the board as a Title VIB elementary
aide.
— The board accepted out-of-district
tuition students for this school year.
The school districts of these students
include the counties of Calloway,




WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
today confirmed President Carter's
nomination of Richard Freeman to fill a
vacancy on the theee-member board of
directors of the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Freeman, a Chicago lawyer and
railway executive, fills the vacancy
created last May by the resignation of
former board chairman Aubrey
Wagner.
His confirmation still leaves one
vacancy on the board that runs the
nation's biggest electric utility. But it
also allows the unit to meet for the first
time to transact business since
Wagner's resignation left the board
with only one member
- He joins board chairman David
Freeman no relation - who is also a
Carter appointee.
Freeman is vice president of the
Chicago and North Western Iran-
spxtaton Co,
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SaMos Ojeda. pianist,
be presented in a recital at,
8.15 p.m. in the Old Radial
Hall, Price` Doyle Fine Arts
Murray State
University, spensored by • Student exhibition of
sthdent chapter of the Ken- Dinner tre, "A Thurber 'photography by Robin Gail
tuck) Music Teachers Cerniv.al," be at nalid4Y Frederick, Owensboro, will be
.ksseciation. Admission is ffee Inn, sporniored by Murray- inlhe Clra M Eagle Gallery,
and a receptiun will follow use.S.Allovray/ County Conuteinity- TIM Arts Center, • Murray
  Theatre 'State University, through Oct.
6:45 -Start 7 15
• n. thru Thur.
TWO EROTIC 111111tEillt'STERS...
11M:1111111:11 FOH1 E TIME:
TWO YOUNG COUPLES
WHO WANTED TO TRY erserrseertiresselesnywied
EVERYTHING say .wti ts rags.-
TOGETHER What they do ii persbilewill "bock yeir—s wigs
- • ANCLatmsecizAil





BANNED IN 36 
COUNTRIES. YOU CAN SEE
THEM NOW WITHOUT 
A SINGLE CUT!
. Saturday, October 14
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet .at the home of Mrs.
Robert Bucy, 703 Earl Court,
Murray, at 1:30 p.m. with Dr.
Roy 0. Hatton as speaker.
• latordii, Weber 14
Pancake Breakfast,
sponsored by Past Patrons
and Past Matrons Club of
Order of the Eastern Star, will
be held from stx a.m. to twelve
noon in the basement of the
new lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Johnny lipbertson
Road. Tickets are two dollars
for all you cal eat and public
is invited to attend.
Singing featuring Gospel 
TravelersSingers will be at
Deward's Chapel Pentecostal
Church, Highway 94 East, .at
7:30 p.m.
Murray State will play 
 Middle Tennessee to an .Ve-
football game at Roy Stewart
Rehearsal for the Miss Stadium, MerTaY. at 7;310p.m.
Rareorette "Pageant will be _ 
held at the Woodmen Building
Dinner theatre, "A Thurber
Carnival," will be at Holiday
Inn, sponsored by Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre. Call 759-1752 for
reserVations.
Benefit supper and gospel
singing -fur 
Children's Telethon will be at
Inmetenity - Center.
lae lunches Will be sold from
four to 6:45 p.m. with singing
Parents' Day, sponsored by
the Student Government
Association and the Student
Development Office, Will be
held at Murray State
University with events
planned throughout the day
and evening.
Thru Sat.







JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT IT WAS
SAFE TO BO BACK TO THE MOVIES
pmit SELLERS
stanivlieniaT LO H • VieRT NEM
," WAN CANNON
•Aesx may MANCINI . TONY ADAMS
sent.pts, by RANA VIAIMAAN-1011Calig•KIKE EDWARDS
_ Tikleet show and crowning of
Murray State's Miss Black
Homecoming Queen will be at
the Student Center








University, at three p.m,
Admission is by Civic Music
- Association membership card
or MSU student identification
card. •
Breakfast to open National
Business Women's Week by
the Murray Business and
Professional Woreeh's Club
will ISe at Boston Tea Party at
7:45 a.m.
Miss Rangerette Pageant,
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of WOW will be at
Woodmen building at 2:30
p.m_ A reception will follow
and the public. is invited to
attend.
Monday, October 16
Pap Smear Clinic for
women will be held at one p.m.
at the Calloway County Hialth
Department. Call 753-3381 for
an appointment.
Carter School PTA will meet
at seven p.m. with an open
house to be held from 7:15 to
8:00p.m.
Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha Clubs of
Murray High School will
collect for UNICEF from six
to 8:30 p.m. -
'Calloway County
Association for. Retarded
-Citizens will meet. in Room
240, Special Education
' Building, Murray State, at
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at 7:15 p.m.
Call 759-1792 or 753-9281 for
information.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Alton Cole at 1:30p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Bluegrass State CB Club. 
willmeet at the, lodge hall on
the court square at seven p.m.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30_p.m. at the club
imam with -Maxine Scott,




SATURD/W NIGH! FEVER 
Held Over








Fri. g Sat. 11:40
Capri - Adult Entertainment
18 or over only - Must have I.D.
(hen. "Rocky Horror Picture Show" (R)
Flirty Olci_Man 
DEAR ABBY: 1 was the houseguestreeently of a sorority
sister in another state. Her father is a very handsome, gray-
haired man with a lovely smile and a eharmjng personality.
While I was there, he told me that he travels a lot for
business reasons, , and would really. enjoy meeting
me-alone -sometime. At first I thought he was joking, but
I soon realized by other things he said and did that he meant
it: I just laughed, pretending not Y5 take him seriously, and
stayed away from him as much as possible.
Now that I am back at collep he has called ma4ilew times
wiiifing-to know Whin we can arrange a meeting. What
should -I do?! am 20, and don't want to get involved with an
. old married man. He says he admires my mature mind and
he wouldn't do anything I didn't want to do. Please help me.
PROBLEM IN PITTSBURGH
DEAR PROBLEM: If he calls you again, tell him that
your mature mind is made up, you don't want to meet him
anywhere, and if he ever calls again, 'you will tell your
parents and his daughter. That should cool him off!
DEAR ABBY: There is a girl at our school who says she
cano-to.any,oflthe school dances because it is against her
religion. I think that is just about the dumbest thing I. have
ever heard. • •
I have told this to some other kids and they agreed that it
must be a very stupid religion that won't let their people'
dance. I can't understand a-religion like that, can you?
4- Loyza.TaPANCE
DEAR LOVES: Some religions do disapprove of dancing.
But it isn't necessary to understand the other person's
religion - just respect it.
DEAR ABBY: I am supposed tube married right after
Christmas. but I'm not sure I can .go through with it. My
fiance, whom I'll call Gene, introduced me to Jack (also a
made-up nam& who will be the .best man at our wedding.
You guessed it, Abby. The more I see of Jack, the more I
like him. .
Abby, I'm so mixed up I peed some good sound advice
from a we outsider. Shouldl hope this thing with Jack will
pass? Or should I break off with Gene? I could never tell
Gene the real reason, but I get the shakes thinking about
marrying one man-and feeling- so strongly attracted to
another. .
HARRISBURG HASSLE
DEAR HARRISBURG: A girl could be making the
mistake of her life to marry a man while she feels strongly
attracted to another. This attraction is a clear warning
signal that means you aren't ready for marriage yet.
Tell Gene- you want to think about marriage a while
longer. And keep thinking about ktuntil NOBODY looks as
good to you aft dila NMI Yelefs going to marry. -
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get._
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send 81 and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed





Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at
Douglas Community Center
and for the "Meals on Wheels"
program for the week of Oct.




and carrots, barbecue beans,
tossed salad, french dressing.




potatoes, yellow squash, cole
slaw, cornbread, butter, sliced
peaches, cookies, milk.
Wednesday-fried chicken.
fluffy rice, broccoli with
lemon wedge, sliced tomatoes,
hot roll, butter, sawdust pie,
milk.
Thursday-meat loaf with
tomato sauce, small whole
potatoes, steamed cabbage,
apricots, cornbread, butter,
butterscotch or vanilla pud-
ding, milk.
Friday--chicken noodle
casserole with cheese slice.
beets, applesauce, carrifruit
salad, hot roll, butter,
chocolate cake with king,
milk: •
RAIDERS STYMIED
LONDON ( AP) - A
security crew sat tight inside
while armed raiders tried to
The annual salad supper of
the Murray State University
Women's Society was held
Monday, Sept. 25, at Beshear
gam camplia.4ne7
hundred and four W011itif
uttended7 
New members of the society
were the guests of current
members who brought salads
to the potluck. Decorations for
the event were done in fall
colors and featured dried
 plants and flowers arranged in
sheaves and bouquets.
Aurelia Batts, president of
-thee- itveganization, brivfly
welcomed those in at-
tendance. Jo Curris addressed
(lamme Chapter of
Delta, Kappa Gamma
began its 1978-79 year with
a breakfast meeting at
Ken Lake Hotel on
v.2( irday, September 23.
Hostesses were Mrs Judy.
_Mull, Mrs. Johnna Putoff,
Mrs. loyee Pln MI an
_ - Mrs. Margaret Rudd.
New officers who
assumed their duties at
this time were Mrs.
Dorothy Spahr,
president: Dr. Alta V.
Presson, first vice




secretary; Mrs. Merrie V.
McIntosh. corresponding
secretary; Miss Mary




M'ade plans fdr the year,
with a summary session
following. Each member
was presented a 1978-79
yearbook.
The following members






Eagle, Getai Ellis, Sue --
fen-less, Joy7he Partin,
Myrtelle Futrell, Venda
Gibson, Ruth Ann Harrell,
-Mildred Hatcher: - --- -
Imogene Heath. Rozella
the group emphasising ,tht.
many opportunities for in
volvemont Murray offers ant-
the -importance of womer
__Jesiders in the cwnnini1y 
Doris Cella and Pelt)
*Paddbck, co-chairmen of fht
event, were assisted by Ariri
Haney, Geri Johnson, anc
Judy Muehleman.
_ Information _ regardinif .
membership n lie Women'i4:7
. Society, .whiefr is open W..
wotrien fiddly and staff ant
wives of faculty and staff or
the MSU campus, can tit
obtamed by catting-- A
Batts 753-7213 or Joan Sim- f -
pson 753-5603.
Henry, Ann Herring._ .





































Falk eichangi: use un-
cooked pork bones insteed of a
-ham bone when you make split
---pea soup.
Jackie Porter
is now employed with
Refledioils Styling
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Over M boys and their
parents mot recently at the
North Elementary School
cafeteria for the first
organizational meeting of
Pack 76. Twenty-one boys are
returning from Wet year.
Sixteen parents volunteered to
be leaders for the corning
year. Many of these leaders
attended a Den Leaders
Training session held at '
Fisher Price on Oct. L .
The new leaders for Den 76
are: Cub Master, Dan
Harrison; CO-Cub Master, R.-
How about a lift
in the middle of
the week?
It's so encouraging to hear people tell the
healing they've had from trusting God's
care. To hear uplifting readings from the
Bibigrand from Science and Health with
Key to the SciVtures by Mary Baker Eddy.
To join together in h_yrnns I jgy. 
There's nothing like it for some midweek
inspiration. We'd love to see you there.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE -TESTIMONY MEETING
Sad. Wadasedays, 730
Saw* Service, 1140
Sway Wool, 11 sall
Nasdaq Iowa. Sad Weds. 12-3
164113arser latirray
PANCAKE BREAKFAST-
Eunice Henry, pictured left,
will be the chef for the pan-
cake breakfast to be held
Saturday, Oct. 14, from six
a.m. in twelve imem at
Highway 121 North at Johnny
Roberts°n liaad, spewed by
the Past Petra, aad Past
Matrons Club at lidarray Star
Chapter No. al Order of the
Eastern Star. The east will be
two tiollars__per perms for all
one can eat. In the bottom
photo Nis and Margery
Crawford of the club selliWalt_
Apperson, Mirray Ledger &
Thies publisher, right, a
Hetet to the breakfast.
Proceeds will go toward help
to equip the new lodge
building and the public is





-FOR SATURDAY, f.417011ER 14, MI
Whet kind of day will wrise of what it, fair to make
tomorrow be? Tolind oat what tor right decision.
the Vara SLORPIA) 464.. 6/4
even for your birth (Oct 24 to Nov. n)rn..eche' "1,'" 
pta requirementh" tat all con-
.
-11.4oullarelo limn 
a pet _project should move Pes obtaining a inairffage
B. Barton;; secretary-
treasurer, Evelyn Wallis;
• Public relations, Joyce Her-
ndon; Den 1, David and Pam
Durham; 'Din 2, Jane Dunn
and Laura A. Thorn; Den 3,
Cindy Thweatt and Ann
Brooks; Den 4, Richard and
Rosemary Henley; Den 5,
Willard and Pam Shields, and
Weblos, J. -D. Dunn and Dale--
Thorn.
The Cub Scouts will par-
ticipate in the Cub Scout
Olympics on Oct. 13, in
Paducah.
The first pack meeting will
be held on October 20, at North
Calloway Elementary School.
The Cub Scouts will also
participate in the Murray
State University Homecoming
parade on October 21.
Tennis Lineup -At
Club Are Listed
Pairings for the Advanced
Group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Monday, Oct. 16 at
nine a.m. are as follows:
Court One: Joni Billington,
Kathy Burchfield, Jana
Hughes, and Lynn Stout.
Court Two: Penny Cappock,
Kay Ray, Agnes Payne, -and
Carolyn Bradshaw.
In 1913, Rudolph Diesel,
engineer who invented an
internal-combustion engine,
was lost overboard from a
small steamer and drowned.
Has only one business location, which is
located app. 5 miles from Murray on Hwy. 121
West, app. 1/2 mile past Stella, turn left on But-
terworth Rd. then 200 yards.
ARIES along moot*. y,ou could license have ta have their
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20,"ri----4
favorable attention.
make a greet deal of it and win blood tested for syphilis
do &it things first. Avoid a 
zirio "when it is obviously not
necessary."
Cheek.out the priorities anti
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 73 to Dec. 21) )(-templet:ion to tackle what lIe add "I think this Is
Seems • • " A pet. project
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) dili4?
Where romance ts con-
cerned, avoid devious tactics
or approaches. Honesty will
pay off in the long run. Give
yearkTIt5 today. Tome k ts of medical
torivou'lleavoid "inceesetlynerrort ate'Laill-
- Dec.--22-te Practice should 
CAPRICORN 2oothalf'fitink that this wasteful
barks and physicians. I
I be__
A domestic argument won't stopped."
. blow out of control, if you keep A. A premarital blood
headothers the benefit of the doubt. test for syphilis is per-GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)'"7'
t Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) lion persons each year inAvoid an urge to. you should be raied ,vith______the United Statesi--The -'Numerous at the experise—a-i— 
tests are mandatory in
most states in an effort to
limit the spread of syphilis.
that escalate the situation., formed in about fourAQUARIUS
 Mar 20)
Competition is keen betyou
otactly right. Trust. h ag yetifyour own con.imokeyouritwitpolsenttby
judgment. 
know-how. Look to scoreLEO
( July 24 to Aug 23 ci244a romantically too.
This is a great day to make a
new start — in romance,
business, or your personal life.
Don't follow; take the lead in
all endeavors.
VIRGO'
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)11P%
Don't let past disap-
pointments stand in your way.
Wipe the slate clean and be
prepared to. make a decision
that could - pay off hand-
somely.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 )
Don't get _caught in themiddle today use your good actor..Betirthcia te of: Roger Moore,
friend or colleague. Curb an enthusiasm about holiday
impute to gossip. - -- plans. The chances are good
CANCER that you will see a distant but
(June 22 to Juty-23)480(:1 — beloved reltive: •
PISCESDon't hesitate to make a
(Feb 20 todramatic change in your_
lifestyle if the situation looks
YOU BORN TODAY have
an outstanding sense of
responsibility and great
ambition. Your talents are
many and you could score in-
such diversified fields as the
theater, writing, architecture,
sculpture and medicine. You
have a gift for leadership and
tend to take up "causes." You
might even consider entering
politics. Your great desire for
a life of luxury will probably
lead you into a career where
money can be made quickly.
•;•.110" • •
.'1:“•&.-74,,,.-if.P.tf.1:'-.441,(?;.6.... kit•A #,ge wk. gp„.
• By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ;:;:;:4:444:0-0-444.:-'.4:
Now it's time to talk about.
Poinsettias. I suppose you put
yours out in the yard last
spring or early summer. You
repotted it and set it down in
the dirt to get the benefit of
the summer air and the
coolness of the earth. You
trimmed it back to about six
inches, and since then it has
put out at all joints and is now
a nice big plant.
It is time to dig. up your pot
an have a place ready to keep
it for the winter. If you have
an enclosed porch or
protected spot, let it sit there
for a week or so. The plant
needs to get acclimated to a
different atmosphere from
the outdoors. It will be hard to
keep it from dropping some of
its leaves. But to get it
gradually accustomed to the
indoors will help.
If it has grown tall, it might
be wise to put a small stake in
the center of the pot to help
Support it. When you are
ready to bring it indoors to its
winter's place, be sure you do
NOT put it in a room where
there are lights turned on
every night. If you do, the
Poinsettia will not bloom One
of the peculiarities of the
Poinsettia is that it takes a
long rapt: Only,vheb--if-Ta
'beginning to show its colors
can it be put where there is
plenty of light each night.
Begin to give it more water
•
- than it has had during the dry
summer, but never let the
water stand around it. If you
follow these simple rules you
can have blooms for several
years in succession. This is
/ fine if there is sentimentality
attached to it or if you like to
experiment just to see if you
can do it.
Personally, I have not
N carried mine through the
winter for several years. I
don't feel that it is worth the
effort. 'The blooms are never
quite as large, and the plants
will tend to sprawl But it is
interesting to see swhat you
can do.
There are not many weeks
before all potted plants will
have to be brought inside.
Frosts usually come in
October and nearly always
slip up on us before we expect
them. Some of the shrubs,
such as some of the Vir-
buniums and Eunonymous,
• put on their prettiest dress as
soon as. frost bits them We
see all the tones of yellow and
bronze and brown, a gorgeous
display put on by Mother
Nature.
It is just a reminder that as
soon as spring comes again
they will be as beautiful as
ever and toady for another
year of blossoms.
Have you ordered--your--
bulbs yet? There isn't much
more time, so do it today.
• Ninety citizens of the-Soviet
Union were expelled from
Britain in 1971 for .e.sigoliii.gr,...---itttyttItilL---- 
You are correct that
such tests are costly for the-
public who pay about $80
million annually for sucb 
Like you, same public
Mrs. Ruth Parker
Mrs. Ruth Parker opened
her home on North 14th Street
for the September meting of
the Penny Homemakers Club
-with the president, Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, presiding.
- Two lessons were presented
by Mrsi-Johrune Walker. The
first was on "Cooking Tips To
Avoid Fats,'Sugar, and Salt,"
and the second was on "The
Look of Fall Fashions."
The scripture reading was
from Ecclesiastes 3:1: Notes
on landscaping were by Mrs.
Walker.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Parker. _
The club willrneet Monday,
Oct. 18, at 1:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Helen Cole.
England's first newspaper
was published in 1621.
Let's Statlell 
Mandatory Premarital Screen
For Syphilis Out Of Date
health authorities now
qtaii0on -the necessity for
such testing and have gone
so far as to recommend
that such premarital vene-
real disease screening be
a bolistted. Writing re-
cently in the Journal-of the
American Medical Associ-
or the 13ureau ot
Venereal Disease Control
of the New York City
Health Department,
pointed out that only 456
new cases of syphilis were
discovered in 1976 as a
result of the widespread
premarital screening in-
volving about four million
persons.
By contrast, Dr. Felrnan
explained that nationally
in 1976 46.3 percent of the
cases of infectious syphilis
-occurred in the homosex-
ual male community. 
Premarital screening for
venereal disease is now
viewed by some authori-
ties as a. hangover from .
earlier days when such
• screening was a praclicek
way • to find cases (it
syphilis prior to marriage:
and to prevent the spread-
more widely present, and'




tory blood tests. .
. Considerable effort will
have to be made to per..
suade'state legislatures te;
examine this problem and
to remove premarital.:;
blood screening as a manyi.
datory requirement, for iSm •
suing a marriage license.?
It is often difficult to re.'0,:
move old legislation and td
pass new laws.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Would like to thank all the merchants and
private citizens who donated to and attended"
our Arts and Crafts Fair & Auction.
He auctioneered for us and gave much of his time, effort




Saturday, October 14th 10:00-5:00
Sunday, October 15th 1:00-6:00
Dixieland Shopping Center
Special Attractions This Year Include:
Wheat Weaving Beading
*Si/k Flowers *Scrapper Foil
Many more ideas from the Fabulous--New: Book
"Create A Christmas"
Make It And Take It Tables
Craft Demonstrations From Manufacturer
from many areas
  sor," 
"Reg. $l.45
IT'Reg. $1.55 Non .89
14" R*41.75 Now .99
16" Reg. itik Now 1.09














Reg $2.O Open House
12 or More Special







TIN Fr s. tober .rm trai .-414
ED/ TORiAL 
—Iyour -newspaRer,
carrier for his or her tine and
.-dependable service? ..
These are fine young people
who are stArting_tbeir business -
Jives early, learning and ,ear-
nine and at the, same time
7:p reparitividP' thtir ititures.
,:These .:young people are the
,clones who' do-the real footwork
selling and providing depen-
dable and courteous service
verydiay_for The --Murray -
-1.edger& Times.
Fvery year we set aside a
-special day to salute these en-
•
Heartline is a service for senior
dtizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street. West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : I am going to be 65
early next month and I will be going on
Medicare. I have already been looking
Vito buying a Medicare supplement
insurance policy. All the policy
literature 1 see mention preexisting
eanditions. Can you tell me what this
means? — LR.
This is one of the most important and
least understood of all health insurance
policy provisions. Many policies will
not provide benefits for conditions
which existed before the policy was
Unwed. 41 some policies, such con-
ditions are covered after a specific
period; such- as one year;
Iltalowing issuance.
' •-Vost companies will ask questions
about your medical history. It is very
important that you disclose complete
information on the application about
your medical history — for example,
injuries, illnesses or hospitalizations. If
you fail to include in the application the
fact that you formerly were treated for
a particular condition and later incur
medical expenses as a result of this
same condition, the company probably
would not pay on the claim and may
. cancel your policy.
It is very----corrunon for a policy to
contain a provision under which the
company may deny a claim or rescind
coverage during a specified period
after policr issuance for reasons of
misrepresehtation at the time of ap-
pBcation. 'This period is generally two
years. After that period, such a
provision does not apply. The•policy, in
effect, becomes incontestable and the
company must pay your claim_
Heartline has put together facts and
other pertinent information to assist
you in your purchase of health in-
staance. For year free copy of this
information, write: Heahline-Health
Insurance, 114 E. Daeton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose
26 tents for postage and handling.
HEARTLINE : I am 47 years old. I
have worked in a Social Security
covered job for the last 25 years. I have
had an injury, but I would not consider
it a complete disability, I feel I should
be-eligible for a partial disability from
Social Security. How do! receive this?
—
Since you only, have a partial
disability, you would not be eligible for
any Social Security benefit now. Social
Security does not pay a partial
disability. For Social Security pur-
poses, a person is either completely
disabled or not disabled at all.
HEARTLINE : My father has just
recently died. He had been a railroad
worker. I have heard from my father's
friends that I may be eligible for a lump
sum benefit. Can you tell me anything
about this? — B.E.
The first type is an insurance lump-
sum benefit which is intended to help
with burial expenses. An insured status
at least 10 years of railroad service) is
required _kir this benefit, which is
payable if no survivor is immediately
entitled to benefits upon an employee's
death. The average insurance lump-
s= benefit is currently about $770 for
nurvivors of employees who were in-
sired before 1975. For survivors .of
etaployees who became insurance iffter
IVA, the maximium insurance lump
suni is $255. .
The secoral type Is the residual lump-
suni benefit; ap insured status is not
revised- 147--Ibialmeaafil—Tbs-tssidul4
- women for Sten, hard earned el--
. forts throughout the year,- -
This year, Internatio-nal
Newspaper Carrier Day
Saturday, Oct. 14. Take a
minute to greet your Murray
Ledger & Times carrier and
thank -MM. ik-lief'717ifififoet:--
sonal recognition of their ef-
forts will- reinforce their desire
for futurresucte5s.
We salute our Murray Ledger
& Times carriers-In their many
achievements as good citileris.
and as outstanding newspaper
carriers.
lump sum is intended to guarantee that
survivOrs receive at least as much in
benefits as the employee paid in taxes
before 1975, when railroad retirement
taxes were generally much higaer than
Social Security taxes, Because most
railroad families receive far more in
benefits, residuals are generally not
payable unless a widow or widower
under age 60 waives rights to future
annuities based on the employee's
railroad retirement credits.
The average residual lump-sum




6RAFFITI-. %s•vaft or xs
101 H.C.Chiles
Based an tops righted outlines produ rd t..), the i ununittee oo
the Uniform Series and U-sed b, perrnion
Sacredness Of Life
Life is divine in its origin, mysterious
in its nature, and magnificent in its
possibilities. The saccedness of human
life was decreed by God. Because life is
man's most precious possession, it
should be safeguarded and river
abided.
Matthew 5:21-24
Chrbit traced the sin of murder to its
'very root. In doing so, He made the
person who thinks murderous thoughts
or possesses murderous wrath as guilty
as one who commits a murderous deed.
He cut through the outward aspects of
the matter and pointed out that an
angry hatred in the heart is the root of
all milrder.
Since murder is the result of anger,
Christ warned that to let anger have a
place in the life is simply paving the
way for murder. He said that to keep
from killing is obedience to the letter of
the law, but to keep from hating is
obedience to the spirit of the law. Anger
-not only causes one to harm others, but
it has a very injurious effect upon one's
own life.
Being angry means having o desire to
rib another a-personal injury, which is
the wrong attitude and for it one must
give an account. Calling another
"Race,- which is an expression of
contempt implying that he has a mental
deficiency, and is both useless and
worthless, indicates a desire to injure
his reputation. To say to another,
"Thou fool," which is an expression of
condemnation implying that he has a
moral deficiency, indicates a desire to
injure his character. God does not want
us to injure others physically, mentally,
morally, or spiritually.
Exodus 20: 13 •
This commandment may be rendered
more clearly, "Thou shalt not commit
murder. Murder, which is the taking of
human life for malice or revenge, is
wrong. It is a sin against one's fellow
man, and also an affront to God. God
has forbidden hatred and revenge
which issue in murder. No than has any
right to take that which he did not give
e 
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or cannot restore. An individual does
. not have any right to take personal
• vengeance upon arrof fender. instead, in
obedience to the Scriptures, man should
regard life as a precious trust to be
cultivated and used and not to be
destroyed.
In this commandment God refers
only to human beings. In it there is no
appliation to the killing of animals for
food. In order to support their eat-no-
meat program, some contend that here
we have a prohibition against the
taking of all animal life. That their
conclusionis unwarranted is clearly
evident from the fed that God Himself
-told the people what animals they could
eat Leviticus ill
I John 3:11-15
Christ taught that love for one
another is a duty that is incumbent
upon every child of God. Love may be
defined as an expression of concern and
good wishes for the welfare of the one
who is loved. Hatredfor another is the
very opposite of love.
John made reference to Cain's at-
titude toward Abel. Like many today,
Cain desired God's blessing, but he
wanted it upon his own terms. He ap-
proached God in his own way and
thereby deprived himself of blessings
which he would have received had he
come in God's ivay. Even though he
presented his offering with much
personal satisfaction, God did not
accept it as an offering for sin.
Depending on God's grace and acting
on faith, Abel approached God in the
divinely appointed way, whereupon his
offering wits received. Cain was of-
fended because his brother had pleased
God while he had failed to do so. With
jealousy and hatred smoldering in his
heart, Cain killed Abel.
Like Abel, Christians may discover
that others hate them because tta
righteousness of the former is a rebuke
to the unrighteousness of the latter, and
they should not be surprised at the
hatred of the unrighteous toward therm
Cain resented the -fact that Abel did
right, which was something that he was
not willing to do. So, he resolved that he
would get rid of his brother because he
did what.both of them should have done.
Obedient Christians may well expect
' the opposition and hostility of the world
Since hatred in the heart is in-
compatible with the possession of
. eternal life, it is wonderfulto know that
Christ, -Who loved those who crucified,
Him, as was evidenced by His praying
tor them, gives His followers the ability
to love their enemies.
Bible Thought
I will praise the Lord wIdi my whole
beset. — Psalm 111:1.













Wiater will definitely come this year
sometime around November_o_.r
December and last to...h- •
rommmm...around March.
"Qat .I know for sure
What this winter will bring is open to
debate ,between the scientific weather
prognosticators with their fancy
equipment and those analysts of
Mother Nature.
The fancy equipment users say this
winter will not be as severe as the last
two.
• I checked with the Weathertnan the
other day and he confirmed the story.
"Ya," he said, "this'll not be as tough a
winter as the last two."
"And how did -you make that deter-
mination?" I asked. "By looking at the
wooly worms, checking the sioaks on
the corn, listening for the katydids and
counting the fogs in August," the
Weatherman seal. • •
The Weatherman is not alone among
those who put great store in those
crawling, flying, slipping, sliding
weather predictors -found in Mother
Nature. Old time weather- watcherin
check the latest fashions, wooly wort*•
are wearing; they scan the skies for
bird migrations; they'll count the fogs-
in August to 'determine how many -
mows we'll get in the winter.
I was outside the other day practicing
the noble and time-honored art of
cutting wood. Deciding to take a
breather from rigors of cutting, I  
placed my ...uh...chainsaw down and
decided to check the wooly worms for
myself.
I finally spotted one about two or
three inches long sunning himself on a
Stump. I eased up closer and peered
down at his fine, wooly coat.
"What on earth are you staring at?"
the worm asked abruptly.
"Ahem," I said, jumping back about
three feet. I tried to remain nonchalant.
"Why I was just checking your coat
there to see if we're about to have a
tough winter," I explained-to the tiny
creature.
The worm looked down athis wooly
outerwear. "How can you tell what kind
of winter we're going to have by looking
Humanely Speaking
at this coat I bought last spring during a
sale?"




."They call me Angie. I 'Write a
column read by millions from coast to
coast called 'Atchley's Angle.' Hey,
since I have a column to write this
week, how about making some
predictions .on the upcoming winter.
People are interested in that." _
"Man you're crazy. see these guys
tromping through the woods all the
time looking for me thinking I can
predict the weather. That's a bunch of
bologna. ..But just to please 'em I make
some predictions based an the antics of
politicians."
"Based on the antics of politicians?
That's a new one on me. How can you
predict the weather by aooking at
politicians?" I asked. ,
"Oh that's easy. Take right now for
instance. All those Congressmen are up
there in Washington passing all the bills
they can get their hands on for one
reason.. so they can get back home to
campaign for the November elections.
That's howl can tell it's getting close to
winter," Wilbur said. He slithered
across the top of the stump and propped
his feet on a splinter.
"Interesting," I said. "And what
about the winter months?"
"Well, I know it'a  definitely winter
when it gets cold..."
"Naturally," I interrupted.
"Hey you are a wise one aren't you.
Let me finish. I know it's winter when it
gets cold and all the politicians make
solemn pronouncements on the high
cost of electricity and the need to lower
rates." -;
"Now in Kentucky," Wilbur con-
tinued, "I can tell it's getting close to
spring when all the politicians start
jabbering about the May primaries."
-All this is very interesting," I broke
in, "but you still haven't told me how
you predict the winter weather." .
"Say Angle," Wilbur exclaimed,




Miss Judy Kelsopf Lynn Grove was
named as District Dairy Princess at the
Dairy Association meeting' held at
Mayfield. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mr si Glen Kelso. .
Deaths reported include Mrs.. Sildeari
--_--Housden, ago -
Calloway County Attorney Robert 0.
, Miller was guest speaker at the semi-
annual meeting of the West Kentucky
District of the National Association of
-Utter Carriers held Oct. 12, at the
Holiday Inn, Murray. Local chapter
• officers are Pete Farley, Don
Crawford, and Jerry Ford.
—cldráwing, ":Girl In The Wind," won
first place in Hopitinsville's Art Guild
Pennyrile Exhifilt at the Community
'College there.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat Southeast
Missouri of Cape Girardeau by the
score of 27 to 14 in a football game
played at Cape Girardeau.
20 Years Ago
A tragic- fire remove° a landmark
from Lynn Grove on Oct. 11 when the
Lynn Grove Methodist Church building_
burned to the ground. It -was con.
structed in 1906 and a new addition was
-constructed about IOW.
Deaths reported include Lube Stokes,
age 75.
Mary Louise Baker, vice-president of
Woodmen Circle Grove 126, Murray,
was elected president of the West
Kentucky group at the rally held Oct. 9
at the Murray Pitman's Club House.
A "Flying Squadron" of telephone
employees is calling on Murray sub-
scribers to show them how to use the
ricw dial service which makes its debut
here on Nov. 8.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds lost to the University of Louisville
by the score of 27 to 0 in a football game
played at Louisville.
- -30- Years AO-
Murray's first contingent of 15
peacetime draftees left today for
Owensboro where they will receive
preliminary examinations. They will
return home after the physicals for
further classification.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ina
Brinn, age 79.
Over 800 popcorn grpwers.here voted
last night not to sell their corn and hold
out for higher prices.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Trellis McCuiston on Oct_ 7, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Preston Brandon
on Oct. 10, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Futrell on Oct. 10.
Dr. A. H; Kopperud spoke- on
"Alaska" at the meeting of the Matte
Bell Hays Circle of the WS( S of the
First Methodist Church.
Today In ,History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Oct. 13, the 286th
day of 1978. There are 79 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1755, the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia ordered the
-7-construction of a naval fleet. It was the
beginning of the U.S. Navy.
On this. date :
In 1792, George Washington
• dedicated the cornerstone of the
executive mansion in Washington. •
In 1845, Texas ratified the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1860, the first aerial photograph in
the U.S. was taken from a balloon over
Boston.
In 1943, a coastal storm claimed 46
lives in northern California and the.
Pacific Northwest.
In 1969, the Soviets had seven-l-
cosmonauts in orbit in three spacecraft...1
In 1975, President Gerald Ford signed
a congressional resolution providing for
20a American • civilians to mart:,
monitoring stations in a-buffet' zone'
between Israel and Egypt.
Ten years ago: Panama's new ,
military ruler, COI. Jose Pinilla, swore
in a new cabinet of civilians.
Five years ago: Israel rank forces
----contipued a drive into Syria, and -,
-- Jordan joined the Middle East war asa
the fourth Arab combatant egainst the
Israelis.
One year ago: , U.S. Defense
Secretary Harold Brown and Yugoslav
military officials meeting in Belgrade
agreed to expanded defense ties bet-
ween the United States and Yugoslavia.
Thought for today: Individuals may
form communities, but it is institutions
alone that create a nation -- Benjamin
Disraeli, British prime minister, 1804-
1881.
Saved Four Elves
In the picture you see a cat that is's
heroine. She not only has successfully
raised a beautiful litter of kittens of her
own, she also raised an orphan titter of
four whose mother was killed by a car
when they were only a week old. She
instantly took to the starving babies
and nursed- and cared for them.
All four are now fat and healthy and
owe their lives to this gentle mother
who gave them love etren though they
did apt belong to her. We could all learn
a lesson from her. She is now in
desperate need of someone to give her
Jon 144.112.090 home. '
--Fiesse come to the Animal Shelter at
106 East SyEamore En. and adopt Ulla
beautiful cat. Our hours are 8 -are-1 to-6
p.n?. Monday through Friday and 10
 „&m._  ki,.12 own , 
Animals at-Shelter
1. two female beagles, black and
brown.
-2. part labrador,_ blacki with white
chest. •
3. blab cat,. 2% Years old.
4 adult calico cat.
5. two beautiful kittens, six weeks old,
yellow and gray and black tiger
stripped.
6. two male kitfent yellow, three
months old.
7. male cat, brown and black tiger
stripped, 6 months old. -
8. female cat, brown and black tiger
stripped, 6 months old.
9. part persian cat, gray and white.
Letter To The Editor
UNICEF Day Slated
fiear Editor:
Millions of the world's poorest
children are counting on us this
Halloween, National UNICEF 'Day•
They rely on our community, and
thousands like It across the country, for
the hinds which UNICEF translates
Into good toed, decent health care and
education, and clean water. Their
ways, citizens of dozens of other
countries are- helping UNICEF, too.
Let's need UNICEF's call. Be :
generous when UNICEF Trick or.
Treaters come to your door on October
• If, 1978. The Murray High School HaY _
.antrfri-Alpha will be calling at the
communities doors between 6:00 and ,
8:00- p.m. with the orange and black
countries in Asia, Africa, and 'Altai collectiotr boxes. Please_ support this
America peed us too • for UNICF1ra8 effort
expertise in planning comprehensive,
self-supporting programs to benefit Laura 1Vatkins
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The Murray State defense wit need anothetsiellar performance to stop Mid-
dle Tennessee Saturday in a 730 p.m. game at, itti-y Stewart Stadium. The
Racers, 2-3, are looking for their first Ohio Valley Confere4e victory. Shown
during Murray's 21-7 victory over UT-Martin are Tony. Bbone (541indsey
_7-Hudspeth (22) and Bill Shannon (93).
Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; ,St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.




79's Will Be Arriving Soon!
, C-J5-,, Cherokee, Wogoneer & Trucks,














Wayne Rennett---- -Max Underwood













8 a.m. til 11 p.m Sun.-Thuri.
8a m. til Midnight - Fri & Sat
Breakfast Served 8 a rn_ to 1030 a.m.
753.8339 North12th St.
.Highway 121 759-1864
Before Or After The Game
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vWi4tQ us eitATe- Ritteerseforichr
li) TONY WILSON contest 2-3 on the year. It- wait
Sports Editor . surprised by Southeast
At first glance, Middle Missouri 24-21 in as opener,
.Tennessee doens't seem to be but bounced back to whip
too impressive an opponent E,van-Iville 234 *
for ,Murray State in the 7:36 In the Racers two previous
p.m Ohio Valley -Conference OVC games, they have Ileat
clash at Roy Stewart Stadium-- -la to TinlbeileiTmealldilbal
Saturday. to Morehead Sept. IL bat last
Until, however, preview  week_
tue italtirii -ap0-nents are "Teboundid fte Is =War
exanuped. Middle is only 1-3-1,
put that tie (14-14) has come
against one of the strongest
teams in the south, UT-
Chatanooga.
Western Kentucky, the
current OVC co-leader will
played UTC and was drubbed
42-15.
Inconsistent seems to be the
word to best describe Middle,
though the term could Se
applied to the Racers as well.
The Blue Raiders, following
the Chatanooga game two
weeks ago, ,were belted 42-12
by Eastern Kentucky, the
other conference co-leader.









Fireplace - Anger At-Nktrtitillifill
performance of the amen as
Murray handled UT-Martin
21-7.
Thus, previous games really
tell little . of what type
Saturday's game will be, and
Murray State Coach Mike
•
answer. "So much depends on
how the game starts; how they
play against us," said Gott-
fried. "We must establish an
offense to do anything against
them.
An injury in the UT-Martin
game may make that more
difficult to do, Mike Dickens,
the senior from Evansville,
Ind., who completed 14 of 20
moves for 152 yards and two
touchdowns will miss the
game due to an injury known
M penumotchoraa, or air in
the lungs. He sustained the
quarterback. I think he'll do amg3t3.
the loh for us,,, said Gottfried. Penalties may loam as oat-
'He can do all the things that at the ga's biggest factors
will be necessary for us to - kitraY) flough still with tilt
win." dpbious honor of ranking first
Mitch Nelson, who missed in the OVC in yards penalizeo
last week's game because of (XXXi , was assessed for only
an injury; will be back at bar for 37 yards against UT-
lactle. He will alternate at Martin.
that !pot with Re_ggie Poo*. 
rlIntWmwTikls iffio back and
may see playing time at Wide -
receiver.
An interesting . matchup
arises in the two punter's -
Murray's Wes Furgerson and
Middle's Randy Saunders.
Furgerson's father, Bill,
Seasons; and Saunders' father,
Fred, were teammates on the
1948 Murray State team that
was 9-1-.) and played to a 21-21
tie against Sul Ross in the
Tangerine Bi2wL
Furgerson is averaging 37.1














Punt rit.-yds 9-39 44. -
K ickoff reL-yds. 20449 6
Fussiblealast - 141 L4-1'
- *Mai 10.4111111
Reding Dummy Lae Jelimui. 122.4
rgi Biosilk• bleb biles. 111 7
Lindsey Madeapdt, WS; Mspiekoo
11_0; Dal Sbskes,,',7-.11i Graeae Viarneh
4.6; Nick Nance, 1.9; Ricky Ray, LI,
Panda. - Mike Dickens, 643-3 1,5€
yds, 7 Thai: Ricky Ray. 5-15-0 I 71 yds. (I
Rerewing - Greg King, 1714.1; Davie
Thome s 13-11.5. Jeff Braaten, 6-el
Keith Swearington. 5-22.6; Kris Rabbit,
while Saunders ranks tops in 3-11 Tyr us Brown, 3-4.0; r,
the OVC and second nationally Shelton. 2-2.5. Tom 1 esler, 14.0; Dani;
in Divison IAA with a 42.1 - 
Lee John3on, 
1-2.0Punting - Wes Forigerson, 30-1113-37 I
mark. ilons.51).
Danny Lee Johnson, witiottis oaSennormi g Hn.udsRetho
122-yard effort against UT- ?sitik...d'replarkensK 1.23 0.:J-is)1M- us--Nar.-- own., 311.i.
• Martin, maintained his status
as the league's top rusher with 
'KeithSweanngton, 1.2, Denny Elbert
“Ifisry .• -thard-trizerter--tr 1-22.4 -average. That figureris--"-TorrioK-xiasts T.eaders -- truce
Martin, ;
while .trying to block a 17 yards better than the OVC's - 
37-12 Tony Boone, 29-14; Bill
shannok 24-15; Bud Foster, 7540• GI r
defender downfield. No. 2 rusher, Eastern Ken- Jones, *-'51„i Bobby Craig; 219: BITly
That lays the offensive load tucky's Dale Patton. 
Gic var, rd nts,er3,711-877-6-;73,.iitc;iien,14,-Mierawgean111,114-19-6010; JeffJe if 
squarely on the shoulders of Bruce Martin, who failed to
receiver even honorable
mention in the OVC defensive
player-of-the-week award
despite 13 tackles Ind faur
assists against Martin, ranks
third in the league for the
season with 37 tackles and 12
Ricky Ray, a freshman from
Owensboro. Ray, in limited
action, has completed 6 of 15
passes for 78 yards this
season.
"There's no doubt iri my
mind that Ricky is a capable
Tackles for losses - Vti.Shannon, 7
Jeff Charles. IL David Reagan. 2-7;
Bruce Martin, 4-17; Gien Jones.-143: eague-Leader Eastern Kentucky32: Bobby Craig. 3-19; Tons' Boone. 3-31.
Jeff Gardner, 1-7; Jeff Parks, 1-5; Billy
Bill Shgnnon, 2. David Reagan. 1; Gl„ rt„---es Dayton; • Western vs. Tech. • .
RW1S, I-5; Chuck marquess. 24: Kenn) 





• a / AI
•'es,
61
fide Rey (15) self be the starting quarterback Saturday as Murray State faces Middle Tennessee in search of its first Ohio -
Valley Conference victory. Mike Dickens, the regular at quarterback in previous games, will sit out the contest due to a chest in.










, every winter. The
:Majestic ° Energy Saw-
ing Fireplace ". The
: only buill-in fireplace
with a' stainless steel
heat exchanger that re-
turns 60c/c more heat
than is conventional
built-in fireplace. Duct-
work and fans available '





_works hard to save you
money.











If Figueroa, Pitches Saturday,
said. "Billy - he treated me
like dirt, a second-class
citizen. : •
"He has told people I am
gutless and cannot pitch under
pressure. He never said
anything good about me. How
can he say that I win 55
games in three years. I give
Billy everything I got. I make
him look good."
The 6-foot curveballer, 30
years old today, said he was
not concerned that others had
questioned his ability to
produce in clutch games
-because of his 0-4 record in
_postseason competition. -
"I don't have to prove
anything to the world," he
insisted. "Sure, I do not win
some playoff games but I
pitch good in the 1976 World
Series and last year I don't
pitch because I have ten-
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Corresponded -
NEW YORK - If -the
Yankees' Ed Figueroa gets
the chance to pitch Saturday's
crucial game against the
Dodgers in the World Series prove it."
and he says he will - be There was speculation that
disappointed if he doesn't - Manager Bob Lemon, who
every ball will be thrown in succeeded Martin July 25
anger. when Billy was given a Pa-
"Especially I want to-show year leave of absence, might
Billy Martin," the • tall, pass over Figueroa when the
mustachioed Puerto Rican pitcher's turn comes Satur-
day.
"Ridiculous," snapped
Lemon, when the question was
put to him. "you don't dump a
26-game winner just like
that."
It is this, sort of confidence
which has given Figueroa a
new lease on life and has
soured ,hirn on any future
allegience to Martin,
scheduled to return as Yankee
mar.ager in 1980.
Figueroa, who had a 19-10 -
record, in 1976 and 16-11 last
year, had aa 8-7 zaark under
Martin for the first half of the
season and 12-2 under Lemon,
playing a key role in the
Yankees' surge to the pen-
nant.
"Billy didn't know anything
about pitching but he always
was flashing signs and telling
me boil; to pitch to batters,"
dinitis.
"Just because I do not win
four postseason games does
not mean I choke up.-It's just
the way things happen. When I




1977 Datsun B 210, low mileage, new tires, AM radio, $2350.
1977 Datsun Pickup, long bed, air conditioner, AM-FM radio,
only 11,000 miles. ----
1977 Datsun pick0p, long bed, air conditions',.
, radio, only 13,000 miles.
1976 Datsun B 210, 2 door air conditioner, vinyl *pion
tires, only 24,000 miles.
1973 Datsun 510, 2 Boor, automatic transmission, like new,
low mileage.
r
Your Franchised Toyota, Lincoln, Mercury Dealer
HATCHER
AUTO SALES
- 515 South 12th kreet-Murray, gy. 753-4961
-7
the pitcher Said. "Lemon was
a pitcher himself. He has a
feeling for what it's about."
Figueroa accused Martin of
having favorites on the squad,
treating some players with
cold disdain.
"Take Ken Holtzman," he
said. "He was a great pitcher.
He was a winner at Oakland
and pitched in the Work!
Series. Billy_ never spoke-to
him, just froze him out. That
can break a man's spirit.
"There were others he
treated the same way, in-
cluding me. I was in his
doghouse. I lost all my con-
fidence. until Lemon came
along."
Figueroa said all he asked
was to beareated with com-
mon courteay.
"I get that from Lemon," he
added. "After I got shelled by
the Dodgers, he talked to me
about it. I was getting my
fastball too high. I deserved to
be chewed out. I can take that.







Gary & Mick's Used Oki -, 17
Thurman Furniture  - -15- 9
Holland Drugs 14 10
Murray Inc • 12 12
Dennison-Hunt 114 12'2
Paradise Kennels 10 14
Land lovers I IA
TOM Pi 7 17 _
Credit Bureau of Murray 7 17 .








HIGH TEAM GAME RC)
Thurman Furniture  1035
Dennison-Hunt 1025
Thurman Furnitare   1019




RICH TEAM SERIES fHCj
Thurman Furniture 2957
People's Bank 2929
Cary & Mick's Used Cara 




HIGH MD: CAKE (HC1
Debbie Hopper. - 
'Barbara Cauley. 
Barbara Hendon
Jean Phillips  
HIGH MD. SERIFS 'SC)













HIGH IND. SERIFS CRC4-,- - - --
Barbara Cauley 0N.
Jesin Phillips ' IN .
tastitl Parks  OS
HIGH AVEHAGES .
Lois Smith . lan -
Wanda Brown 164
Sondra !lire
Marge Hinman   ----- - -150
itsrbers Rend. . . 156
Mildred Hedge • • , 156 •
Judy lia. .. 140
Valrielderlin • its
Dabble Hopper .... 147
MMus McCallu,,  140
Mary Herein_ . ....... I*
,
The Arkansas State foOtball
team blocked 11 punts in 14
games lii WI
By the Associated 'Press
League-leader Eastern
Kentucky takes a week off -
from conference action on
Saturday . while Westerft
Kentucky and Tennessee Tech
determine which will play the
role of challenger to the red-
hot Colonels.
Eastern Kentucky, alone
atop the Ohio Valley Con-
ference at 2-0: visits top-
ranked Dayton of Division III
on Saturday while Western
and Tech, each -1-4:6 will be
trying to stay within reach of
the lead in a key matchup at
Cookeville, Term.
In the only . other OVC
mat-chup,- --Middle Tennessee,
1-1, tries, to stay in the '
championship hunt in a
Saturday night game at
Murray, 0-2.
In non-league games, Austin
Peay entertains North
Alabama and Morehead is at
Tennessee- Martin.
The outcome of the Western-
Tech game could set up a title
showdown as early as next
week_ A Western win Saturday
would match the only two OVC
unbeatens next Saturday in
the annual Eastern-Western
bloodbath at Bowling Green.
A Tech victory would
postpone a possible deciding
game until the Tech-Eastern
game on Nov. 4 tilt at
Cookeville.
Western goes into the Tech
game off an exasperating 26-
21 loss to Akron last weekend,
the Zips fifth win in seven
starts against Western (the
other two games ended in
ties 4. -
Tech, picked as the team to
beat in the coaches' preseason
poll, limps in off a 38-17
pasting at the hands of. East
Tennessee. The efeat was
Tech's third in five starts this
year.
"I can't explain -it," said
Tech Coach Don Wade. "We
haven't enjoyed any offensive
-Geld position at all. Last year,
our-defense got a lot of pass
intereaptions, fumble-.
recoveries and,,things like that
which gave us thnkiell in good
field position. .
"We've been off by a Matter
of inches in our passiriu„,
game," said Wade, adding,
-One day, we may break out
in it_zash of touchdowns. I just
wish that day would hurry up
and get here."
Eastern Kentucky will take
a Machine-like club against
Dayton, which has carved out
a 5-0-1 record so far. -
Eastern is third nationally
in total offense (442- yards a
game), fourth in rushing (316)
and fifth in scoring (28.7). The
defense is fifth in scoring
defense (8.5)•
Individually, Eastern boasts
Division I-AA's No. 4 scorer
and No. 9 rusher in Dale
-Patton, who is averaging 105.7
• yards and nine points a game.
Quarterback •Bill Hughes
rates seventh in total offense.
Middle Tennessee is looking
for improvement after a 42-12
loss at Eastern Kentucky last
week, while Murray pins its Alabama. Austin Peay ,
hopes on tailback Danny Lee squared its season mark at 2-1
Johnson. He ranks sixth with a 19-16 decision over -
nationally in rushing at. 122.4 Morehead last week.
yards a game. - . - meanwhite-
Defending champion Austin hopes to continue the OVC's
Peay, probably out of title 'newfound dominance of UT-
contention with a 1-2 league Martin, which had won seven
record, hopes to get on the straight games against OVC
winning side of the ledger competition but is 1-2 this
against invading. North season.
Reds, Rose Need Miracle
CINCINNATI (AP) Pete
Rose says it will take a
miracle for him to be back in a
Cincinnati Reds' unit orin next
season.
The Reds' third baseman
Thursday rejected what the
Cincinnati Reds called their
final offer, and concluded that
it was unlikely he would be
with the National League
team in 1979.
"I love this town, but
evidently the people who run
the ballclub don'Uove me,"
Rose said at a press con-
ference. "I did everything
they ask. I don't see why any
other player should come into
this city - my city - and
make more money.
"Who in all of baseball has,
'had a better record in the last
16 y
Rose, whohas a history of
contract wrangles during his
16 years in Cincinnati, hit .302
last baseball season, the 13th
time in 14 years he has
reached the .300 plateau. He
tied an all-time . National
League consecutive game- •
hitting streak of 44. He also got
his 3;000th career hit earlier in
the season, and by the end of
the year, was in ninth place
among all-time hitters.
The Reds said they had
made Their' final offer.
One week
from Saturday.
One week from Sifurday it will .be
Homecoming -for the other TWIN.-Wi kr more
information.
Stop Heat Loss!
Based on independent laboratory tests _Glidden
can reduce heat loss through Walls up to 20%*
How Insul-aid works
In winte‘ warm moisture inside your home passes through
walls and s. condenses and makes insulation and
building wet. Wet insulation is les, cf f e , and
more AM CIO wipe from your home One coat of Insul-aid on
asturisr messed ceilings creates a vapor barrier This barrier
=retie" drier; reduces heat loss through walls andto1111%. Indepoodent lobor=1 xrets ove it • And,
eseeedaTRA espar barrier - 
F
-
1/731/1-Mid protects exterior paint,
Instd-lild, reduces the chance of moisture penetrating wood
aiding which causes blistering arid peeling a may altWOrrvellf
rotting and decaying wood in vow home
Instil-aid goes on like any latex
paint
Ire latez-easy to apply on interior walls and ceilings that face
the cold outside Topcoat with any good latei or enamel wall
paint- Get started taelav, . even if only a room at a time
F. emonknO dloteas. wrOiO To 5,.j ..#f Calidellen Coatings I,
Manna, BOO &Minn Common,* &lading, Cleveland, Ohio #4110
Insul-aid
- Carlos
• 1 Black's Decorating Centerl
Opel nin; Sat. i142
701 S. 4th, Murray




























































































44. He also got
hit earlier in







Calloway's Kirk Storks chases, the South Marshall quarterback during freshman football action at
Roy Stewart Stadium Thursday night. The takers picked up their second victory with a 6-0
decjsion. Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
-
Calloway County picked up freshman football game, while
its second win of the year in at Mayfield, the Murray High
blitzing South Marshall 6-0 in a frosh fell 28-14 to the Car-
. A Poem For Reggie
By JULES LOH
. AP Special Correspondent
The outlook 'wasn't brilliant for the Yankees in LA.
The score stood 4-3, two out, one inning left to play.
But when Dent slid safe at second and Blair got on at first,
Every screaming Dodger fan had cause to fear the worst.,
For there before the Multitude — Ah destiny! Ah fate!  
Reggie Jackson, mighty Reggie, was advahcing to the
plate. .
Reggie, whose three home runs had won the year before,
Reggie, whose big bat tonight fetched every Yankee
score.
On the mound to face him stood the rookie, young Bob
Welch. A kid with a red hot fastball — Reggie's pitch —
and nothing else. .
Fifty thousand voices cheered as Welch gripped ball in
mitt.
One hundred thousand eyes watched Reggie rub his bat
and spit. "Throw your best pitch, kid, and duck." Reggie
seemed to say.
The kid just glared. He must have known this wasn't
Reggie's day. -
His first pitch was a blazer. Reggie missed it clean.
Fifty-thousand throats responded with a Dodger scream.
They squared off, Reggie and the kid. Each knew what he
must do.
And seven fastbalis later, the count was three and two.
No shootout on a dusty street out here in the Far West
Could match the scene: A famous bat; a kid put to the test.
One final pitch. The kid reared back and let a fastball fly.
Fifty thousand Dodger fans gave forth one final cry ...
MI, the lights still shine on Broadway, but there isn't any
doubt:
The Big Apple has no joy left. Mighty Reggie has struck
out.
11114$ lllllll 4111111011liat ian
XL-12 Chain Saw W/16" Nor
•Exclusive SAFE-T-TIP. prevents kickback keeps
you in control
•Almost one million of these saws built and sold
e Lightweight and powerful
attigh performance 3 3 cubic inch engine
.Power to cut logs up to 3' thick
Sug. List Price $240.05 • _
i
4




35 Min. Frost Murray
Semi"! $ Wed.
Plume (Ili) 232-01N
Louisiapa finished his an overpowering throwe,r to a the first-game victory and
_,Lreniariable seasou with a 25.4 pitcher- wbv aioild win whea-lis-A4m Cey-iimmeitingb three-run
'record and a 1.73 earned run wasn't at his best. He gives blast in Game 2. Five of the
average, drawing admiration catcher Thurman Munson _Podger regulars have three
member of the pitching wins out of a sleepy arm. pitcbers Tommy- John and
pfromfessioann.other respected credit for coaxing late-season hits or more, while starting
"He knows if I have good Burt Hooton have pitched





him. pitch a stuff, he doesn't worry about creditably and relievers Terry
-uailadslowntbetwe-wint.-  -
Meanwhile,' Reggie Jackson
has hit the only Yankae homer
and has been carrying the
offensive load, knocking in
half of New York's runs. The
other major threats —
Thurman Munson, Graig
Nettles and Chris Chambliss
— each have one hit. Of the six`
Yankee pitchers used thus far,
only relief ace Rich Gossage
has been especially effective.
Guidry has stopped Yankee Phenom. "When I sit alongside • With five days rest since his Yankee Manager Bob
losing streaks, and he has Jim IGatfish Hunter), J feel --playoff Ivin over Kansas City, Lemon says he hopes to have
been the winning pitcher In meek. Here's a guy whe'S won . Guidry says he feels strong, Chsruhliss and center fielder
Nee/York's Tonegame Playoff 20 games for so many years, - setting up a classic con- Mickey Rivers, both sidelined
victory over Boston and its • "All I've done was witt-48--- frontation between Guidry's with injuries in Game 2, back
—Ainacieen----League--primuntii----gamesintwiTyearK-Gorne---power- and faOlball afid The' in action tonight-71'We travel
clinching triumph-707er --.=Seaver,Taliner end Cat have Dodgers' power and fastball day should help the Yanks,
Kansas City. 200 wins in eight or nine years! hitting, who were hobbling and tired
Does he like being the net All I can say right now is that I "They' have _tremendous after the long haul of rallying
from 14 games back, defeating
Boston in a dramatic one-
game playoff and downing
series.
s osa City in a tense pennant
-We've been down all
, year," said Nettles. "Coming
back is nothing new for us."
dinals.
Calloway 6, South Marshall 0
Tommy Workman scam-
pered 25 yards off tackle for
the game's only score to give
the Lakers their second vic-
tory in seven tries this season.
The two teams played to a
scoreless first half, but at
halftime, said Coach Freeman
Dallas, his players "finally
got mad. They go so mad, they
went out and played hard
enough to winy—
The key to the win, says
Dallas, was the play- 6f his
defensive ends. "We were
getting killed every game with
sweeps and wide plays, and
they finally stopped that,"
He credited fine play from
running back Randy Dawson,
Rodney Honchul, cornerback




By the Associated Press
Whenever Notre Dame
plays Pitt in college football,
they always manage to wake
up some echoes.
Since the days of Knute
Ftockne and Jock Sutherland
in the 1920s, the Fighting Irish
and Panthers have supplied a
goldmine of memories in one
of the country's most
glamorous intersectional
rivalries.
As with all such traditional
series, records can be
misleading — and sometimes
meaningless — at gametime.
Thus though Pitt is ranked
ninth in the country an un-
defeated in four games, the
Panthers find themselves 5-to-
6 point underdogs Saturday to
Notre Dame, which is baying
a desultory 2-2 season.
Other than the obvious
motivational factor and the
hornefield advantage for
Notre Dame, Pitt Coach
Jackie Sherrill thinks he has
an explanatiort-bf sorts for
Notre Dame's position as
favorite.
"Notre Dame is an excellent
football team," said Sherrill.
"They've overcome early
adversity and now we are
catching them on the up-
swing."
favorite or not, Notre Dame
Coach Dan Devine is certain
that Pitt will be exceptionally
. tough to beat. ..  
Meanwhile, top-ranked but
injury-troubled Oklahoma
plays Kansas in a Big Eight
game after an impressive
victory over Texas .last
weekend. The Sooners 'were
without qua rterback Thoma s
Lott and tight, end • Victor
Hicks, while fhllback Kenny
King was listed as doubtful for
Saturday's game.'
"I don't think their injury
satiation will. -make a bit of
difference." said Kansas
Coach Bud Moore, ,"Their
backup people are as good as
most peoPre Tfiit'stringers:




desperate- need of a victory
tonight in the ttiird game of
the World Series,. give the ball
to ace Ron Guidry, who won
nearly 90 percent of his
decisions this season.
The Los An .e.. era 
it ers games at
Dodger Stadium, respond with
their proven post-seaSon
pitcher, Don Sutton, 1541 in
the regular season.
The Yankees have been
about to go down for the third
time on several occasions
during their uphill season, and
each time the skinny Guidry's
powerful left arm tossed them
a life preserver. Fifteen times
reincarnated," said Sultan.- lastball, he lost Pate down the
"Accidentally you should lose glove.
at least five games. Having "But when I don't have my
seen him, I'm not surprised he best stuff, he moves the glove
is 25-3, just that anybody could around a lot more."
be 25-3:" Guidry says a tip-off for
Guidry seems almost em- when his fastball isn't over-
- barrassed by the superlatives Powering is when the weaker
and comparisons his gaudy hitters in the lineup, who
' record prompts. normally can't handle the
"I don't feel like I'm the best outside. fastball, continue to
pitcher," said the 28-year-old foul that pitch off.
underneath the Yanks' was one of the best pitchers,
tightrope act? that I had one helluva year."
"I've learned to live with For me to be No. 1 would
it," said Guidry, still modest take a lot of consistent years
despite the flashiest pitching of winning." -
statistics in recent baseball Guidry admits to tiring late
history. • - in the season, but he was able
The lean left-hander from to make the adjustment from
Last year, the New York
fans gave the Dodgers a dose
oL  eastern •
throwing bottles from the
stands and at least one hard
rubber ball, which beaned
outfielder Reggie Smith.
"The New York fans are
enthusiastic and try tornake it
tough on oQiaid Cey.
"People are trying to disturb
you and get nasty. We have to _ .
face up to them."
talent but I'm a power pitcher
and it will be my power versus
their power. I just hope to
have a little extra to get by."
Dodger power was the
difference in the first two
games, with Davey Lopes
providing a pair of homers in
Playing in Yankee Stadium
abould be an -additionak,
for the Yankees became at the
unique dimensions of the
ballpark and the enthusiasm
of their fans.
-
World Series MA Glance
Friday's Game
Los Angeles (Sutton 15-11)
at New York {Guidry . -
Los Angeles leads series 2-0.
Saturdays Game
Los Angeles at New York
Sunday's Game





New York at Los Angeles, if
necessary
Wednesday's Game
New York at Los Angeles, if
necessary
GOOD NEWS! You can still get brand new '78 Toyota Cor,ollas that .re
still '78 priced. When you check out the other car manufacturers
- 'Toyota Corolla 2-Door Sedan -46 mpg hwy.
34 mpg city Our highest gas mileage-
- lowest-priced car These EPA ratings
are estimates Your actual mileage
will vary depending on your driving
habits and your vehicle's condition
..and equipment.
Manutactitters suggested retail
price. Prae does not include
tax, licynse, transportaboo,
eMiwons or optional equipment
'79 prices, y r Toyota-dealer's 7.8 prices will look awfully dood.
But when- eyr e gone, 'they're gone., So act fast.
MORE GOOD NEWS! Toyota Corollas are built to last with a long list of
standard features you don't pay extra for Features like welded
itized body construction, hi-back vinyl bucket _se,Dts, power
ass,isted front disc brakes and a whole lot more.
N.owilhes ti Me to ,see your ToyOta dealer for a
great \-/-ear-e'rid cleat What kind of deal can you
--make? J.Ust ask.





U:sers report fuel savings
of 50 to 75 per cent! 
ah...1.1 fu..I liven
on half 'I etorse,t.e "MY Ashley goer. num-
heat. far furl, with heated tonna. mtflY
morning '' Aitenachto.etts •11IN heating s:upd i.
no via.- t'ottaido --tte are.ioett u.sosg .
than snse-thstst tit tisi• wrintsf tipe4rbergirV
trIJOy drion•rickellsk.. autssinal fmrci triex• •
pensive. readsly arallishie ftreser!sosUalty k
Install an Akishniantisandirt 
-lbeDelarlAskleirimPartat fiedelCel
5
We can save you money on a new Ashley
Heater! We have been asked not to ad-
vertise price outside our own county. We





Discount Store . . a-
liwy, 19 Witt - ' ,' Dover, In. =
35 Min. From Murray ==




• hone (615)232-5186 =
isatutsilaiallmeuessemmmintnattntammimnussunstssiir1111111111111111111EmE
50'
Silver maples. Thornless Honey Locust. Ky. Coffee tree, Russian Olive. Golden Rairi-
tree, White Dogwood. Chinege Elm. Eastern Red Bud.
Former Finance Commissioner
To Be Arraigned On October 20
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former Finance Secretary
Russell McClure will be
A
Franklin Circuit Court on
charges of violating state laws
relating to sale of vehicles,
according to Corrunonwealth
Attorney Ray Corns.
McClure was indicted a
county grand jury last
-Tuesday en—two--chargen-of -Democratic- -gubernatorial
improperly transferring State candidate next ,year, referred
cars to relatives of former to the fact that Corns will
state Democratic chairman serve as county campaign
Howard "Sonny" Hunt. chairman for TeilkY
He resigned last Sept. 1 as McBrayer, who plans to an-
finance secretary and became nounce for governor soon and
head of special projects in the is presumed to have the
office of Gov. Julian Carroll.
Carroll's - aides were
studying McClure's lob future
Thursday, trying to decide
what to do in light of the in-
dictment.
The decision rests with Jack
Hall. the govesiiites_—diief
executive officer, and there
was no indication of when it Finance Department em-
WbIlliThe ployee now with the Labor 44.
McClure has not been in his
Capitol office then ast couple Mayfield Man
of days. 4+
Corns said that any trial for Named Chief Of 4*
McClure hardly is feasible
The commonwealth at-
torney also resixeitied to a
statement By 1st District
- 
bard, who after the in-
dictments called for ap-
pointment of a special




until January unless the E
ili
formation was turned over te - .-MeAlis-ter PreYipuslar was 46
the FBI, which he said stationed 
at Naples, Italy, as LL'"
reportedly is conductmg a 
chief of staff of allied forces in Tr,_
much more comprehensive 
Southern Europe. He is the son it •
investigation, and we're just 
of Mrs. Sam McAlister and the *
making efforts to get ready to brother of
 Mrs. Ray Edwards, 44.
prosecute and get a trial." 
both of Mayfield.
. McAlister is a 1941 graduate ..r.„411..
of Mayfield High School and a -7. •
1945 graduate of. the U. S. ill' 0
Military Academy at West 44.
Point.
uropean Command*
circuit court shifts dates of
other trials. He said he would
have no objection to such a 
fvfAYFIELD — U. Gen 4+
move. 
Robert C. McAlister, a nativE 4+
Corns also said that as far 
of Mayfield, has been hi
as we're concerned, we have 
promoted to chief of staff of _a
nothing further to investigate 
the European Command Tr:.
( in the cars case) at thi 
located in Stuttgart, West it
time." 
Germany, , the Army has 4*
He said au available in-
Container Grown Nursery Sale




-Red flowering Quince, Varigated Weigelia, Red Weigelia, Crak Myrth, Dwarf For-
sythia, Japanese Snowball, White Snowbery, Red Barberry. Crirnson Pigmy Bar-
berry, Golc1en vonymus, Burning Bush, Common 1.ylic, Sweet Mockorange, Winter
Honeysuckle.-
Broatiteaf Evergreens $2.00-$6.50*
Rotunda Folio Holley, 'ftetzi Holley, Maxwell Holley, American Holley, Azalias,
Golden Privet Hellen HolleyT'Dwar„f Burfordi, Burfordi, Varigated Privet, Manhat-
tan Evonyrnus
2 CONVENIENT-LOCATIONSa
Ball and Burlap or Container may be purchased at lliegswood Subdivision, on South
  Illth Street Ed. (Wiswell Road) turn left on Ford Road, 2nd street to left. Coll 753-5587
for further information
or
Dig your own:: (For Oct. 14th an( 15th Only) 4 miles So. of Murray on Nighway 41. Turn
loft at Willies Trading Poif 2nd house on left. Call 153-0453 for further informatson.
•Priet olsertiodeort ea yes, providing yea ONO IOW Of Isar* pliant sioaterial pre-dug.
• 641 North •
Department, was indicted
along with McClure for
alleged complicity_ in one cu--
13 scheduled fer next Ttmegley,
Corns said.
Corns also noted that State
Auditor- George Atkins told
him previously "he knew et no
evidence that Sonny Hunt had
committed any criminal act."
Atkins- abd --BiibbTaiA- often
have beenexitical at Muni. '—
Corns said he intends to
treat the McClure matter "in
the same manner as we treat
all other criminal cases —
prosecute the best we -know
how."
settAinhatii-UMF
NATIONAL BEAUTY SALON WEEK — Officers of the Murray affiliate of the National
Hairdressers Association look on as Mayor Melvin Henley signs a proclamatio
n
designating the week of Oct. 8-14 as National Beauty Salon Week. Left to right ar
e
Carol Hill, treasurer; Tina Olson, vice president Henley,- Wanda Brown
, secretary; and
Debbie Griffin, president. Staff Photo By Debbee hi. lee
"/ have 
no
 quarrel with the 4***************************************44
congressman," Corns -said. 4+
"(But) the fact that two in- 44.
dictments were returned 44,
the objt*LIBIly of the in-
vestigation.9---




against state officials epealt,Se
Informal Coffee 4+ AND
For ftenb Set *
At Murray Nigh 11
-
An infortnal coffee for 4+
parents of students at Murray 4*
High School will be held AL




The coffee is designed to *7'
give parents an opportunity to 44
meet with principal Roy 4+
Weatherly and some of the 4,1.
staff members at the high
school.
The coffee will begin at 10 *
a.m. and parents are invited *
to attend and ask questions .14.
about the school at that time. +I,
WOMAN
GARDEN my, N.Y. r AP) 41:ca.
— A series of lectures on '"The
Suburban Woman: Beyond the lt
Mystique," has been funded 44.
by $36,786 in awards from the 4+
- New York and Connecticut 4d.
humanities Councils and the
New Jersey CoMmittee on the
Humanitiet
The----leettires win --be +11






208 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
P MAILfr PHONE ORDERS WELCOME













1+WALL ACTIVE PATTERNS 
4+











P.O. BOX 925 PADUCAH, KY.
EDD HANNAN AND ROSEMARY HANNAN
STERLING FLA
Now is the time to add or start your collection of famous
Gorham Sterling design. A full range of place or serving
**cis Ji artilkabi• for your selection,
•
AdelPhi University'
Don't git mad friend, he should hare purchased his own copy but yea can't
fault ham for being unaware of Noe value of the newspaper to lour chibirgal today.
Unfortunately o lot of parents and teachers fall into this category
Newspaper on fducotoon is 0 growing movement so explain to him hew your kids
utilise it at a textbook whole% is updated doily Current affairs, reading skills,
geography, economics a hundred ond one topics And all for pennies o day
compared to the high cost of classroom books and how outdated they ore.















































Bibles 8. Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirationol










4Cdsfs A00111110it Transmission Set-Mu
  .---40111t3.sl Alignment
2005 TIEL.--
liampiaTeTum-its Repair Service.









Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal








Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental -:.-
Ky. Lake State Pori Ph. 474-2245
Kettuckw fried Piaci
"Its Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Om thiniows toot mid Hem Sswilariates




South 12th St.- Murray











Murray's Most Consplete Deportment Store
mF Stokes Tractor IfiNF
  Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE ..,




802 Chestnut -Pkone 753-8181 -
Ilitorkry.1=





































-1Rimeig Worship 10 50 a m
venthg Worship 6 00 p m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
IiImuMg Worship 11 OD a m
ItwombigliseRahip 7 00 pm
'NWT BAPTIST
merowe Worship 11 00 a m.
















NNW INNIS FREEWILL BAPTIST
ShIstlawarshIpSchool
11 00 a m
9 30 a m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday










Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship 6 lop in
sumbrevisinsMo Martgimp;t1ICE:1 aft"suil 1 .00 a.m.
moniang- Worship 11.00 • .01.
10 00 a.m.
7 -00 P.M.
• LSIMIETTER MISSIONARY SAPTIS110 00 
0:rn.Sunday School
Preaching 11 00 a.m £0 00 p.m.
Wednesday night 7-00 p m
SPRING CRIER
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00p.m
ST. )01116 MAIM! CIEURCH
Morning Worship 10:45 a .m
Sunday School 9-30 a m.
DOM BAPTIST CHUM'
Wednesday Service 7 so p.m
Sunday School 10.00a m.
Worship Service 1100,.m
Sunday Nite 7.00 p m.
NEW elortotria
Sinday School 10 a.m.
Preactnig Service 11 • in.
Nightly Service 6 p.rn.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School 10 00a.m.
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00pin. -
Wednesday Evening 7:00p.m.
11 ta a !If









11 00 a in
6 00 p m
Christian
PIET 01111111M1
Worstdp Services 10:45 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CIUMSTIAN FELLOWSNIP
Worship 1030 a .m
Bible School 9:30 am
Evening Service 6:00 p.m
awe= bi nsus anisr
Of LATTER BAT SAINTS
Woodman of World Bide.
Sioday School 10 45 a .tn,







Farmer Ave and 17th St. Murray, Ky. ,
Sticrtig s 1100 a.m. Testimony meetingse
Wednesday I p.m.
MillOITAWS MINIM
Watchtower 19' 30 • m
Bible Lecture 9' 31 .rn
ST. WNW'S EPISCOPAL




Morning worship 111 30asn.
SEVENTH DAY ADVIIITIST
SobbstliSctspol Sat 10- 30a.m.




Who me God'. T An:dry the rioinmeno, ;lbw ella• famq
dos Ton Commandataau and him • Ced-hrtimteedarmasaf Vord Mow
•d inawy 0008•11 AM& iiii.peop&o, Milo/ sod defrarawam awaski• Ned
Irmo 111111•1411.
a.anmsrd 8R assol611110WaTeilliis.áusi swa Emu amour
vas be renstitiled lam cb.i. tad mod. iumi pie shot
God to die radar of al man was pus • as... Ye. Ye Emmy ma-
Woo to be alienated Or.. Mhos Esoarlissarv hmilina trace. knew
all man are Gad'.
S.
Vett MI MI MOD.






Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.






Word=plce 1045a.m. & 6 p.m
Wed. 7:30 p.m.
I= NAY





Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
SIVENTEI & POPLAR
Worship Service 10:49a m
Evening Worship LOO pm.
NEW CONON.
Morning Service 1010 am.
Evening Worship 11:1111p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY .
Morning Worship 11:10 a.m.
Evening Warship 1:10 p.m.
SECOND MEET
Morning Worship 10:45a m.













ng Worship 6 00 p m. 






10 005  saSunday Schoolm.
EvzingwaciaWysorshil) p 7.00 p.m. (Sunday kw
. ALMA
Bible Study 1000 am.
Morning Worship e, 11 00 a m




Monday & Thursday ;
Stuart Small, Pastor





























Worship Service 11.00 a.m.
NoRTH PUASAN1 GROVE
Sunday. School 345 am.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
OAR GROVE
&gutsy School 10: 09 a . m
Worship Services 11 a.m..7 p.m_
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7700 p.m.
RIOT PRESBYTERIAN
Church School 9: 36 am.




Evening Worship - _1:311pais
UNITED, NEW COMMIS
Sunday School 10:11ani
Worship Services 11:00 a.m., II:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
=pact:tool 10:111s.m.Services 11:00 • 7:30 p.m.
BUST ASSEMBLY
0F600
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Shoday Evening 7.00 p.m
Thurs. Nite 7:00 pm
INMED. SIR 118/NE AVEr
Sunday School .  WO a.m.
Evening Worship 1Npm
INWARDS aura
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Worship . 7 00 p m
netions -
Sunday Worship 111:1111126. & 7 00 p.m.
Toes k Thurs. 7:00 p.m.





















Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
PALE311NE UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a.
Worship 11:0
auanortami.
worship Service EAR a.m.
Sunday School 10:30a.m.imete11011111111 UNITS
Worship 11:16s.m.,
Sunday Scheel WM amt.
issiaramaks SNITS
Sunday School 10:1111a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
CRISP UNITED




Worship Service 11:00 am 1st A Ind
Sunday. 10:0 am. 3rd k 4th, Sunday
School 10700 a in 1st 2nd Sunday, 11 00
am 3rd k 4th Sunday
TEMPLE RILL WED





Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
hforning Worship
LY111101111,1
Worship Service 0:45 am
Clurch School 1045 a.m.
• GOSIIIN METHODIST
Church School 1000a.m.
Worship Service U 00 a.m.




Sunday School 10-00 a m
Worship 11:00 a.m.,6:00p.m
MT. NINON
Worship Service 10.00 a.m. 1st Sunday 4,
11 00 a .m 3rd Sunday; Sunday School
11-00 a.m. 1st Sunday - 10:00 a.m. 2nd,




0 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
11.00 am.4th Sunday, Sunday School






Morning Worship 9.30 a m
Sunday School 10-30 a m
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 6 DO p.m
MOOR'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10-00a in
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m
2rxi & 4th Sunday Night 7.00 p m
SONTIS KLEMM NOVI
Sunday School • 0.45 a.m.
Morning Worshili 10.45 a m.
EvIrning 7110o M.
STOW' 11 CHAPEL wry
Sunday School 10 00 a m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
Weis Ky. *oral Telephone •
Glen B Seam Gen. Morteger
Swung Smut (Ettore", Mar Molt CorOsie Comore' is ly nod
Maori Co , lean.
753-4351 or 247-4350
f-"---Suel Charlie's Restaurant
. Famous Fish Dinners
on Hw)'. 68 at Aurora
- Use Compiete The Service Cotter
'We Sonic* Timm Al - Large it Small' '
lbw Reef









Mowers Titters Chain SawsHwy. 94 East
Farmees Grain I
Seed-
ey * orist &
Garden Center
Fiovverf For All Occasions --
Funeral Arrangements - House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 7534944
Love is Love's Reward
111 N. 12th 753-9353
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your FertliZer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced




753-8302 MURRAY, 104 N. 5th ST.
The Businessman's Choice
For Fine Printing'
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans






Specializing in Catfish Dinners




Ferry •• Hwy. 64
Aurora, Ky. 474-2104
Authorized filercruiser Sales & Soryice
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL TEAR
_ _
Tops & Jeans For the Family
Ihrf• 68, Aura,.- 474-811011
Fitts Block& Ready Mix Co.
limilding Blocks I Ready Nix Concrete
East Main Street' 7531540
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serum Form letirdirri Suite 1036
hsdostrial Rd 7537024
64! Super Shell
Free Pickup FL Delivery
Open 430 • al Clam I 31111 p.ris.
Soodory Op.. 8-410 • w. Close 1040 p.m.
Smith 1210 - Phone 153-9131
Olympic Plaza, h4arrayi 47. 753-4150
---r4sureess
PAGE I THE MURRAY. K y., LEDGER & TT/1,Ft O1rU,1r1
'Schedule For The Week Of Oct. 14-Oct. 20





















7:30 - Frees -1140-SopertNillis






0:16 - Nos Now/ I












I I :N - Teal teed
1200- Is. City S







1 In 30 - Fel Albert
1/.00- Art II1030 - Pie Peeler
• 11.10- Meeker' Le
11-3111 . am meets































5. s_ Newsweek_ _






' 10: 30 - Movie
12 1S-- News .m
9j.0s:/k-•
12 30 PTL Gob










4,3i... i tec ralar.40.63.4
so_ .., Goss Me el.
:35-Neil.5 allisit
6:110- Some et 6
6;30- Sort' s Nash.
71118- °Sips.
11:108- Mere
10 - Scum of 1041
10:30- Set. Night Live
12:01-Menue
w
' S:* -1 . -











2:30 -- Sig* Off
- -- --,- -
341; rili000.01144111. '
5:30- Nests . 
,
- Nee ..._ .A













1:80173300 --___ Gmeallson iske9111. an- we
ea, .
12:00 - Grid Mee .
12:30-Price is NO,
1:00 With Ibis Rep ad
•
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
1:15-News







y : 30_ No row
L 00 - Mr. Mtge
8:30-- Cleo Gob
6. Do -- 1 st lie.
10:00 Camera 3







6:30 - Veer Medi
7:00- Googol Nr.
8:00 Aran Sweegert
6:10 - Medi RIMS _
6 345-- Oh hi&





7:30 - De of Die.
to_ 30..„ twos"-
$:30-Orr Roberts
11:00 - Gospel Ns.
10:00- Archie
10:30- Animals, A.
11:011- Issues & Ale




























1 8:30 - Dey of Disc.
9:00 -Gospel Show
10:00- Coach Poncoest






7:00- Beh Noe 
- 9- 00.- ,Lifeere ---6:00
10:00-Scene in 10
10:30- Metre
12: 36 - With this Ring
-
s: so - Jeer Robison
9:00 -Orel noise rt s
0:30 - Two Rivers Beat.




3:00- Los Angels vs
Miam.
-60 Min
7:00 -- Mar y










10:30- Weedneeet Sep- -
10:30- Fece tim Nation



























3: 30-- Award Movie
5:311- Vflid Kigali=
6:00- Nancy Drew
7:011- IlwItis Sear 7-&-1111-11ews




12-00- WI/ Life Now
12: 30 - News
DAYTIME
_ -
TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6.00 - Good Mern. Am.
7:00- Mereingwench
7:30 - Bete
8: 30 - Green Reis
WSIL-3
7:00- Geed Nom Neu
900- 703 Chair - , •i 0 30 _ forailt Few., ,,,,





16:000  TA: LIR erY














„5:301-  Sunrise Se..5:45-
I:00- treakfest Show
1:00-News
8:00 - Ca" KcIll90'11








1:30 - PrICII Is tight
• -jo - Love elite
2'30 - 5."11*--
10:00- Noppy Nsys






6,30 - Prim 4 MO
10:30 of
HAS- Pester *tali S
1030- Wheel crf Fer-
it 55_ mews .
11 :00 - Towel. &10:30- Famfeedily
11:011- UPS. WIRIFt-
11'35-- ifs" "1"
12:111- AR My Child.
1 :1111 - One Life
2:os - GeL 1101 6.1
3:N- FV1111, Paps
3:3S-lbPheiiii Ill .11*-
4.00 - 6 Maw& As -
3:00- News
2:00- Gee. Illest.pitel
3,go _ sglis 61 Might








10,30 - Wheel of Fort.
s' ag__ Am.. ikeue
11:30 - NOON









11:08 - Tsang a
Restiess











12:30- Day; of ow
Lives
1:30_0.0..,,
2:00- Another WWII ---
 1.44"1"41
es
3:30 - NY 3 kns '400 - Partridge Foray
Reties"





'2:30 - M • A • V' II
3:00- MOND Goals
330 -Tell The Truth:
4O0-Little Rasmus
4:30 - Awe Griffith5, A - Dating Game






5:00 Carol & Frier&
4:30-Brody Bench
km_ New, 5:00 -Cresswits
S:30- News6:30 - Cresswits




6:00- News 6:00 - News
TV GUIDE
6:00 - News
FOR MONDAY . .
WIIGE4
7: CO - Kew
PeN6seel- -•-
800 - FIR. - heININ :Liao_
WSIL-3 
•






111:011- Scow et 10
VITVF-5
6:30 - Neeywed




6:30- Pre Gee the Cr
7:00- Urn* Noma -
8 30 Movie
KF11S-12
6:30 - Am. Conserve
firs Union














1:30 - Owe Day




10:30 - 704 11*-
12.00 -Tomorrow
1:30- Owe Dey













TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE- 2
7 00- Nappy Deys
7: 30- Laverne 8. Shirley
1.00 - I's Company
11-. 30 - Ter









4:30 - Moog .
7:00 - Nape Days
7:30- Laverne IL Sheol
8:00- 3's Crapery
1:31- Tin' -





• 7:00- Wend Series




















. 6:30-- erne That Tune





TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2




























70:00-New. 1,05-Movie1 0 : 3 0 -- P 0 I I C I/
Illonsee/SWAT
















lo: so - 12 Reports
11:00- Mors
Ness1:00
C - ..! ,
-W-






















6,30 World 0 Am •
•-6.7:30 - a _




111130 - Starry a me
-1 ch/SWAT_ •


















1:00 - Ileresibv INN
11:10-Peel •
111:31111- Mery T. 11111111111 -
- Mete
11:45-- Al Fos Dews
1:15 -News
445 -f• Sir 0" '---







8,00 NeuriA Five 0
top Sumeary Ames






N, TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
INNGE-27,o0 p....,, 1 ki..•
" ' too - Mere
• ' 10:00- me.m.ffick- -
44;30- bier. Moro
t144:- PTL ChM • ...._Idllt-11019.
WSIL-3
S 30 Cones Pete
6-15 News
6:30-News airie .



































- WIG - *mitt:
' 1 1:71--41•111 '
1240-110N
r le








t oo is& Capra
/gigs . sm.. --- --'071111





8 p.m. NMI Recital Hall.
silimat Joseph Fuchs and
ianist Artur balsam perform
thoven's violin sonatas no.
in A minor, no. I tn G major,
lo, 2 in A major and no. 10 tn G
nafor. 
terclay, Oct. 14 '
10 a.m. Folk Festfeal U.S.A.
In Concert: Jean Redpath and
he Boys of the Lough per-
°ruling traditional music of.,
th British Isles.
Noon. Music of the Italia/I
0 Italian composer Antonio
'watch.
1 p.m. Opera Matinee.
'Claudia Legare". by Robert
Ward, based on Henrik Ibsen's
play "Hedda Gabler," and




Without a Country." -
8 p.m. New York PlaUtar-
monk. Haydn:" Symphony no.
49; Corigliano: Clarinet
Concerto; Schumann,:







Organ. Organist John Obetz
performs the works of
Pachelbel, Paul Hindeniith,_
and Anton Heiler.
3 p.m. Toscanini: The Mao
tnd-tire Legend. l'oscardid 
conducts Verdi's Overture to
La Forza del Destino, Pon-
chielli's Dance of the Hours,
rid Respighi's' Feste





9 a.m. Options. "Keeping
Corporations Honest." Con-
sumer activist Ralph Nader
talks about ways that cor-
porations take advantage of
us, and *what you can. do to
keep them honest.
BUM. Aduestassa.isdilimmi
Musk, Karl. HAW exPicres






works of the-great composers
'which may not exist had it not
been for the suptemacy of
.certain artists of their time.
p.m. Jazz Revisited. Early
recordings by singer Mildred
Bailey ob which she was
-backed - -10-__Aauest  
greatest figures in jazz
171V581:1117
riot . sct7-is












-nefatibrial.- • Ir.votioni-1.1. -Devoricriai
or
Adventure









9 a.m. .National Town
Meeting.- Today's speaker is
William F. Buckley, Jr.
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. Karl Haas presents a
goodly helping of music
written for , various com-
binations of two.instruments.
7 : 30 p.m. The Spider's Web. ,
First , of eight segments
dramatizing 'Otto of the
Silver Hand"-by Howard Pyle,
"the story of a little boy whe
lives in the dark time of the
Middle Ages.
Tuesday, Oct. 17
9 a.m. Options. -The Other
Generation Gap." "Twp in-
terviews with people
knowledgeable- about the
problems of aging and .old
age: Maggie Kuhn of the Grey
Panthers and - Stephen- . Z.
Cohen; author of The Other
Generation Gap.
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. Spotlights on some
rare -compositions by Czech
and Bohemian composers
whose names -NW -11.1- but
forgotten today.
Wednesday. Oct. 18
9 a.m. Options. "Self
Defense: _ How the Victim
Becomes the Criminal."
7 p.m. NBC Short Story.





Dr. Robert McGaughey and
Dr. Robert Valentine
Speech and Theatre Debate
Team
Murray Vocational Deca





Sharon Beret and Mark
Singer from "Parent's
Awareness" group to describe
the program for child abuse
Dr. BU Burnley will have
slides and information on the
October 20 meteor shower
. WEDNESDAY
Oct. IS
On-Air will have its usual
coffee house on channel 11




Ronnie Workman will give
the details of the Student
Government - Association




Jean Blankenship from the
Red Cross will have a
demonstration on CPR
Fattier Martin Mattingly


















1. Robert Valentine & obert me:al-Whey
2 ._10.11=_11003-Caeallus10--ErOgralt-
3. M.S.U. Speech and. Theatre








2. rmt r Prorn "Parents hwart•nes proUp_
3. Dr. 13111. IMmTileY WillsitSCuSs the Mepepr_Showet..
1. Book Review: Roy Heltcr.
2. Weekly :Shopping Basket
5. History 1r. PersPectve
1. Boon:artist, Lee ibleran '
2. Suzanne Keeslar with Culture 'Through Foreigyi leriruage
3. Ronrde Worktran will discuss the SOA Blood DiMVe
1. Margaret Trevathan, Cal 1a3' County Librarian, With Libary
Corner
2. Father Mattingly, St. Lee's -Catholic aarrch





Pablo Cruise, Freddy Fender,
LeBlanc &- Carr and Journey
are among the multi-talented
groups and individuals
- providing KET viewers with
contemporary musical en-
tertainment on -Soundstage"
this year. Twelve new, in-
conclrt programs, with a
number_ of outstanding
specials from past years,
make up the '78-'79 "Sound-
stage" season.
Premiering Sunday,
October 15 at 10:00 p.m. (ET),
9:00 pm. (CT), "Soendstage"
leads off with Leo Sayer.
Isabled "the perfect star for
, the .'70s" bi "Rolling Skim"
When the United States cele-
brated its Centennial in 1876
*oh a $10-million World Exhi-
bition in Philadelphia, Pa., 10
million people visited the 236-
acre fairgrounds. Among Alan
exhibits on display were the
self-binding reaper, the *eh
printing press, the typewriter,
and Alexander Graham Bell's
first telephone, patented that
year.
Sayer demonstrates
tremendous energy as he
leaps, 'Slides, jumps and
dances his way through the
one-hour concert. Relying on
hits like "Long Tall Glasses,"
-Yop Make Me Feel Like
Dentin'," and "How Much
Love," Sayer's performance
stirs -his audience past the
hand-clapping stage to a little
dancing of their own.
"Sonndstage" is today's
music by artists whose styles
range from country and
western to pop. Every per-
former is different and so is
every "Soundstage" concert.
"Soundstage" airs each




The menus for the various
lunchrooms for both the
Calloway County and Murray
City School systems for the
week of Oct. 16 to 20 have been
released by Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor, Calloway.








hamburgers, batter fried fish,
submarines;  Wednesday--




ravioli, chicken pot pie. A
variety of salads, vegetables,
bread desserts, ice cream.
milk, iced-'tea, lemonade, and






or hamburger steak; Wed-
nesday-hamburger or sloppy
joe sandwich; .Timrsday-hot
dog or batter fried fish;
Friday-hamburger or bar-
becue sandwich. Milk and a
variety of fruits, vegetables,




hamburger, sloppy Joe. cake
A variety of fruits and











mixed fruit, cookie; Friday-
bologna sandwich, carrot and



























seeker lied Netli Benda( Center
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
Phone 753-9868






LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT-WILL PAY YOU TO SEFfUS ON :1




barbecue sandwich, salad •
bar; Tuesday-hamburger,
pizza, lasagne, salad bar;
Wednesday-hambuiger, beef
stew, ravioli, salad bar;
Thursday-hamburger, tacos,.
pizza, salad bar,; Friday-
hamburger, chili with pimento
cheese sandwich, salad bar. A
variety of fruits and










All The Newest Releases First!
- And Tito Lowest Prices In Town.
• 
f Large Selection of Country
-Taw, Albums and 45's
fionnto taws
Pcit Travers
-Heat in the Preer'
• Jgr1hr0 Tull
"Live"'
Jean - tue Ponty
'Cosmic Messenager
We have o limited supply of the Beatles "Sgt. Peppers
lonely-1iairts0vb" and Rocky Horror Picture Show.
rhsr 'Owner, of lopes end Albunis in 13i11 *tree
odd of Sound
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FEATHERED FRIENDS — feathered friends often flock to
Tom -Bryant, 62, near the Hpuston City Hall reflecting
pool. Adapting to the vagaries of urban food supplies,  the




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Payday came on schedule
today for about 31,000 military
and-civilian employees at Fort
Knox and Fort Campbell
whose checks had been held
pending congressional action
on the military appropriations
bill.
The Department of Defense
gave the go-ahead and checks
were put in the mail or taken
to units for distribution to
soldiers, said officials at both
posts.
The House and Senate
passed gthe $117 • billion ap-
propriations bill Thursday
night, to the relief of military
officials who were making
arrangements to tide payless
soldiers over if necessary.
Approval of the bill meant
the checks . could be 
soldiers and 2,340 civilians at
., 
rt---eadistributed, and soldiers who--Po mpbelle the in-
had awaited enlistment formation 
officers said.
bonuses, or delsiyed transfers Congress normally 
passes a
for lack of travel pay, could 
military appropriations bill
receive their money.
Also, the military does not
have to depend on credit, as it
did for 12 days after its fiscal
year started, for food and
other supplies from private
contractors. .
"Military checks are in the
mail and civilian checks will
be finished and mailed by the
close of business today," said
a statement from Fort Knox.
Margaret Chamberlain,
deputy public affairs officer at
Fort Campbell, said,
"Everything is back on
schedule. The checks will be
out by 1 p.m. today."
Miss Chamberlain and Capt.
Berry Sprouse, public in-
formation officer at Fort
Knox, described some of the
precautions the posts had
taken in the event passage of
the appropriations bill was
delayed.
Both posts sent finance
officers to Indianapolis
Thursday to pick up military
checks normally mailed from
Fort Benjamin Harrison,
where they are prepared, the
officials said in telephone
interviews.
Sprouse said mailing them
locally when authorized would
cut A day from delivery time.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray ledger
Times by 530 p.m. Monday -
Friary or by 330 p.m. on Seltur-
days or. urged to call 751-1916
between 530 p.m. enil 6 a.m..
Moudloy or 330 p.m
end 4 p.m. Saturday, to insure
delivery of the revisprapat. Calls
MVO he pieced by 6 p.m
weekdays or 4 p.m. Sabordeys
to girrerente• delivery.
each summer for the next
fiscal year, which runs from -
Oct. 1 to Sept. 30, but had to ,
begin on a new version this
year after President Carter _
vetoed the appropriations bill
in August, saying it was in-
flationary.
So finance officers were not
authorized to pay employees
for work since Oct. 1, solders
who re-enlisted since then are
waiting for bonuses owed
them, and transferred soldiers
have been unable to get travel
advances.
No one missed a paycheck
until today. But Sprouse said,
"Our people who have to go to
another duty station and don't
have the money in their
pocket, their .-tavels have
been deferred ... (and) we do
have people 6 in financial
straits because we have not
been able to pay them
enlistment bonuses, and with
some people, it is human
nature (if expecting a bonus)
to spend the money before you -
get it.
Sprouse said he did not know
how many soldiers were
waiting at Fort Knox for
travel money. Miss Cham-
berlain did Inot know how
many were waiting at Fort
Campbell, but said, "I would
say it would' not affect more
than 50 people." - • .
Fort Knox officials reached
agreements with the Fort
Knox National Bank, the post
credit - union,. the Bank of
North Hardin, ,Citizens Bank
of Elizabethtown, First
Hardin National Bank,
Farmers Bank of Vine Grove
and the Cecelian Bank "to
credit the accounts of those
customers who use the army's
"cheek to bank" program just
as if the ArrnY had deposited
the money," and to make





-after a WELCONIt WAGON tall
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for four family.





Stevens May Be Remembered For changing Agency's Nanie
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Roy Stevens, the new state
ftnance secretary, may be
remembered most _for
cl_Lahl."11X the Fkaille 41 his 
enCY hack ro- the slinaer
form.
The agency used to be called
the Executive Department for
Finance and Administration,
a name which resulted frutna
statewide reorganization
But on the recommendation
of Stevens, 37, who took the
post last Sept. I, it again is the Stevens, who previously was
Department of Finance. a low-key but powerful aide in
Stevens said Thursday in an Gov. Julian Carroll's office,
...interview that he ,haa had assumed the finance post after
favorablemare 
Change than94oria"any °di:11-r '-14e- MeCl
resignatiof   
d
The
evelopment since he 
McClure, the targetofi3iiqemuch -
criticism from anti-
assumed the post. adMinistration sources.
"As far as I'm concerned, A Franklin .ftounty grand
it's one for the typists and jury last Tuesday indicted
secretaries of this world," he McClure on two charges of
change is con- violating state faws in
sis n with reality. since_ -disposing of surplus cars
everybody calls it the Finaace ...41y.tiich eventually went • to
Department anyway." relatives of former state
Democratic Chairman here and pass judgment onmy
Howard "Sonny" Hunt. predecessors." -
To the question of whether Stevens indicated he Is -
this has caused any keenly aware there is a more
psychnlogies1 fannuf in- the...direct reeponsibility _ as
department with 1,000 ern- finance. secretary than as a
ployees, Stevens gave an gubernatorial aide, and has
Indirect answer. been precise and detailed in
Just how his typed name is to
appear in the deluge of
decuments handled by the
secretary.
"I have put restraints on the
use of facsimile signatures iti
the sense that I have insisted I
-The - people in this
department.. .are going about
their work in a professional
way," he said. "They're
looking to today and tomorrow
in public servide."
He added that he "cannot sit
know exactly who tlas
authority to use them and for
What purpose," he said.
Stevens is proceeding with
hii.eotwnary caution on
bureaucratic matters. .
"I know there are 50 to /00
times a day here where 3Riu
can make. an error ;Of
judgment one way or anotNer
because of so much paper-
work," he said.
He also said-his homework
has increased — "I take home
three briefcases a night in-
stead of two."
He said the cheeks for
military personnel mailed
today should reach soldiers by
Saturday or Monday.
Checks are prepared at the
-posts for civilian employees,
who include firemen, main-
tenance employees,
mechanics, dental clinic -
workers, instructors and a _—
wide range of other workers.
They were be distributed as
soon as authorization was
received, Sprouse said.
"We have the money, we
just don't have the
truthoriz.ation to spend it," he
said.
Fort Knox has about 9,800
military employees and 6,000
civilians who were due
paychecks today, and checks
were due for about 13,000
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for The Lowest Prices Anywhere
Contrary to rumors Uncle Jeff's is not'










Wocket For Buck Scent
.Rugged Hood Cover
Wits Most Compound Bows
Uncle Jeff's will finan-
ce any item throughout
the store $50.00 or
more at regular bank
rates with approved
credit, from 1 month to
36 months to pay.
11=1111)1
Sale







Comanche U. J. Reg. $52.50
Trophy $425°
SaleAdjustable From 40 la55.1b5.
Compound-Bow











'Top Grain Cowhide Upper
.Vulcanized Quality Rubber Bottom
.Speed Lacing
*Steel Shank



















Rifle 50 Cal. -
11m Perfect Christmas Gift
Aqua Keel
Carry Lite*: 3020 -
Large Magnum
Decoys
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The Lure with Sex Appeal
Sale 1"
itemingtoft-
. . Special-.Oseenington-Modet 55, -Spendmasier- Miro: .
loading 22 ryfie Mandies- 22 -short, long or
long rifle either''exclusively or mined-13,g
















Remington Model 870 lAlingmaster",
America's best selling pump action shot -
g un Double action bars, receive,

















$ 2 01 . "
12 ga Lige. 30" f ull chokt:.1- map
BereeNguaranteerl to pattern ,,tre I
aSoell ,. I'ad qh,11
$208"
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4, A Review.-.•, , • " '","•MO•wef •
"Theatre's production of "A
. • Thurber Carnival.
Presented as a dinner
Theater, the play is a collection
of Thurber's stories and
'drawings which amuse the
sensibility and tease the .in-
tellect. •
'•A Thurber Carnival” will
Thurbers Wit And Wisdom Brotight To
Life In Community Theatre-Production
By SALLY HAMRICK
The wit and wisdom of
James Thurber via: -brought
to Murray. Thursday evening drawings and goes itcp
- properties,
Calloway- County Community costtnnes.-  in fact, even the
programs arid placecards
carry the cartoon imagery..
Scene changes are enhanced
by -the music from Joe
Jackson's piano, truly a
delightful part of the show.
Mr. Jackson's talent brought
eachateene a tidy close and set
theanood and pace for the next
_ and---Satarday-ane-. It- was- announced- by
night. Tickets for the pJay -- Director Richard Valentine
' may be obtained by_salling that .all the music was. tin-
"753-1752. provised and Jackson cer-
Thurber aims his humor at tainly deserved the warm
; ---in-----appiattse-the audience so-
„teveryday situations and freely gave him.
''kustratioaa. He ranges from When reviewing a dinner
subleties- 'which are almost
evasive, to humor which dares
iasteners not to laugh. And the
dare cannot be met.
This production uses
Tharber's words- and
theater, one must not neglect
to mention the meal and this
cuisine will not soon be











































































forgotten. The food was a
delicious beginnuig to an
eseniag of entertainment.
,..After the main _as5arse,
"Natiffam 13-Oyd prepared
dessert from center stage.
What resulted was an en-
tertaining presentation that
produced a most delicious and
fattening concoction
Everyene involved in this
production is to be com-
mended, and the Murray-
Calloway Commanity Theatre
Arts, Inc., IS to be thanked foi




Hamrick is a graduate of
Murray State University
majoring in journalism and
theatre arts. She has served
both as a reporter and
featureeediter for the Benton
Tribune-Courier and has "on-




EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Circuit Court.
A Kentucky State Peniten- Fulton is serving 37 years
tiary officer charged with for two counts of armed
assaulting a prisoner after the robbery, for carrying a
_prisoner allegai wgunded concealed deadly weapon and__
prison Superintendent Donald for escape from the Kentucky
Bordenkircher has been State Reformatory near La, 
act:pitted' in-Laaiti-Dialfra" Grange.
Why -Watch t The Prime Rate?Fulton was a trusty, living r in a basement room of the
warden's residence and doing
yard Ind maintenance .work
around the home.
Bordenkircher said he
subdued Fulton after the
trusty threatened to kill him
and his wife and daughter with
a pistol obtained in the
residence.
Fulton was transferred to
La Grange Sept. 18 at Bor-
denkircher's request.
28 Man s name 36 DeriveShip chan- 
p Refundriei - 38 World War It
30 Brood of orgpheasants 39 Hay
34 Dirk spreader
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instr by United Feature Syndicate. -
Court.
The jury returned a verdict
Thursday stating that Guard
Lt. Walter DeBoe, 31, did not
...wantonly" injure Johnny
Fulton, 44, while placing him
in lockup after the Bor-
denkircher incident.
Fulton testified that DeBoe
shoved him in a prison
cellblock shortly -after taking
him into custody the
warden's 'residence and that
his head was cut as a result.
DeBoe told the jurors he did
northink he shoved Fulton but
that- if-he did, he did not mean
to hurt him.
Commonwealth Attorney
Bill Cunningham was special
prosecutor in the case. County
Attorney William Young had
asked for a special Prosecutor
after refusing to issue the
warrant.-'
He said he did not find
evidence of criminal intent
after a review of the in-
vestigation by State Police
Detective James Potter.
Meanwhile, Fulton was
indicted Thursday by the Lyon
County grand jury on a charge
of attempted murder in the
Sept. 16 incident with Bor-
denkircher. His trial was set
for the March term of Lyon
By MARK POTTS
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK--(AP) - You'd
probably think the prime rate
was more important if you
needed a couple of million
dollars to invest in a new
factory.
To General Motors and
other large American com-
panies, news that the prime
rate - the interest banks
charge their best corporate
customers - is going to 10
percent means that borrowing
money to finance largescale
development is going to cost
more.
The increase - the ninth
this year - was signaled
Thursday when Chase
Manhattan Bank, the nation's
IIEWS IN BRIEF...
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
WASHINgTON (AP) ̀ -
Egypt and Israel appear to be
moving swiftly to try to wrap
up the terms of their historic
peace treaty.
A first round of talks, held
here Thursday under U.S.
sponsorship, produced "good
progress," according to a
spokesman for all three
governments. A second round
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Backers of a plan to slash
individual income taxes an
average 25 percent over the
next five .years. are hoping to
sell their idea to President
Carter after picking up lop-
sided endorsement from the
House and Senate. The
ilepublican-backed plan to
write tax reductions now for
future years threatens to
dominate a__ congressional
conference that is attempting
to reach a compromise on the
bill, which was limited to a
1979 tax cut when it started
out.
WASHINGTON (A) -
President Carter and House
backers of-his-energy pLin are
trying to rally support after a
parliamentary victory by foes
threatened to leave the
natural gas pricing section
alone and vulnerable as ad-
journment nears. The House
Rules Committee voted
unexpectedly Thursday to
reject a plan to have a single
vote on the five-part energy
package.
INTERNATIONAL
SINGAPORE (AP) - An
engine room explosion that
sent metal fragments flying
like shrapnel through the
bowels of a Greek oil tanker
killed 59 persons, including
• two sisters, Singapore police
said today. A third sister and
18 other persons were
hospitalized Thursday with
severe burns, and 71 others
suffered less -serious injuries,
they said. _ -
SALISBURY, Rhodesia
(AP) - Black guerrilla chief
Sobert Mugabe has told
America to 'butt out of
Rhodesian peace efforts, and
Prime Minister Ian Smith
says he opPosas 0-.S.
"preconditions" for talks:.
Their positions, announced
half a world apart Thursday,
dampened U.S. and British
efforts to get the com-
munistbacked guerrillas to




LOS ANGELES (API -
Two Synanon Foundation
members, including the son of
bandleader Stan Kenton, are
in custody for investigation of
attempted murder in a rat-
tlesnake attack on an attorney
' who recently won a $300,000
judgment against the group.
NEW YORK (AP) - Two,
power outages totaling 14
minutes at a Chicago
telephone switching station
forced millions of viewers
across the country to miss
parts of primetime television
shows.
Jack Shultz, spokesman for
American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. Long Lines
operations in Bedminster,
N.J., said the failure Thur-
sday caused "service to be
lost to all three networks and
caused service' to more than
300 stations to be interrupted"
west and south of Chicago.
NEW YORK (AP) - Punk
rock pioneer Sid Vicinus, the
spiky-haired musician who
gained notoriety with the Sex
Pistols, has been charged with




man, whose real name is John
Simon Ritchie, was arrested
Thursday and charged with
killing Nancy Spungen, 20, of
Philadelphia.
Attorney General Says
third largest, raised its prime
rate from nine and three-
quarters to 10 percent. Other
banks are expected to follow
Chase's lead in the next few
days.
But for the average
American, the prime rate is
important mainly as an in-
dicator that borrowing is
getting more expensive for
everybody. That's because the
fates of little men and big
institutions are entwined.
Actions of the government,
large banks and major cor-
porations tend eventually to
trickle down_ to affect
everyone.
The prime rate is going up
because the Federal Reserve
Board is making it more
expensive for banks to borrow
money from the nation's
central bank. The intent is to -
control inflation by slowing
economic growth, thus_
making the beleaguered U.S.
dollar more attractive to
foreign investors.
But interest rates on con-
sumer loans - such as
mortgages, now hovering near
10 percent in many states -
are rising because banks are
finding themselves pressed
for cash to lend. As the
economy recovers from the
1974-75 recession, Americans
are going back to the loan
windows in droves - and
operating under time-tested
tenets of supply and demand,
banks are attempting to limit
the requests for loans by
making them more 'expensive.
"It's the demand for credit
that really pushes the rates
ma" according to Leif Olsen,
senior vice president of Neat
York's Citibank, the nation's
second-largest commercial
bank.
So in a sense, increases in
the prime rate and increases
in consumer interest rates
both result from growth in the
economy. But the prime rises
as a result of efforts to cut the
growth signified by the rise in
consumer rates.
According to Olsen, com-
paring increases in the prime
to those in consumer rates "is
like saying if the price of
melons goes up, the price of
oranges or bananas will go
up."
Why then is the prime so
closely watched?
DREAMS - Walter Mitty dreams of being a world famous surgeon. "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty" is a sceneperformed in the Murray-Calloway County COmmunity Theatre's dinner theatre production of "A Thurber Car-nival." Left to right, are Charlton Parker, Dana Silcox, Bryan Thacker, Ned O'Brien, Rich Simon, and Linda Begley. Theshow will -ontinue to play this Friday andSaturciay at the Holiday inn. A special ettension of reservations has beenobtained and tickets may be reserved by calling 7.59-1752. Dinner begins-at O&and t e showstarts at-815 p.m.
Tradition is part of it. The
prime rate was introduced in
the 1930s at a level of one and
one-half percent. It stayed
there until 1947, when its in-
crease after so many years
became a major news event
that eventually marked the
prime as a rate to watch.
"Because it was unchanged
for so long, it received a lot of
attention," said Olsen. "I
Would say the attention- It
receives is a lot more than it
deserves."
Yer the prime rate has a
psychological effect on other
interest rates.
"It becomes an indicator of
where other rates will go"
because at its visibility, said
David Jones, an economist at
Aubrey G. Lanston & Co. Inc.,
a New York investment-
banking firm.
Jones said consumer len-
ding rates "are not as sen-
sitive to money-market
conditions as the prime, but .
they do tend to move in the , -same direction." •
Many economists have
suggested shifting the em-
phasis from the prime to the •
discount rate - the rate the
Federal Reserve charges on
loans to member banks. That
rate, currently 8 percent, is
the one used by other nations
as a yardstick.
Jones said the discount rate
"has the most effect in-
ternationally because it
represents the philosophy of
the monetary authorities" of a
country.
It also reflects the relative
strength of a nation's
economy. Switzerland, with
one of the world's most robust
economies, has a discount rate •
of 1, percent. In West Ger-
many, where the economy is
also healthy, the central bank
charges 3 percent for loans to
banks. The prime rate in those
countries is around 6 pereent.
Although analysts don't
expect the prime rate to go
near its record of 12 percent -
set four Years ago during the •
recession - it's still a long
way from the six and one-
quarter percent it was at just
18 monthsago.
But there's some solace
from the international scene
- in Brazil, where inflation is
running rampant, the prime
rate stands at 57.25 percent. .
Fiscal Courts Are Limited In
Power To Provide Police Force
By SY RAMSIEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The attorney general's office
advised Congressman Carl
Perkins today that fiscal
courts are limited in their
power to provide police
protection for counties.
"If county law enforcement
is to be upgraded,: either
around the 'focal point of the
sheriff's office or a county
police force system, new
specific and explicit, state
legislation would be required,




His opinion was prompted
bl a letter from .the
representative of' the 7th
-
District sayinglhe problem of
police protection in rural
Kentucky has come to his
attentipn.
Perkins, of Hindman, said
he has learned that the
sheriff's office in regard to
police duties is totally
dependent upon fiscal court
for money.
The congressman noted that
the sheriff in many rural
areas is .the exclusive Means
of protection and if for some
reason he does not get fiscal
court funds for depakies„ the
people will suffer.
He asked if that court is
_require*.to „give ilia sheriff
enough money _to provide an
adequate, least of _ police
proteacon or the county
nRunyan said in summary:
"The fiscal court...is not
mandated to provide ( such)
funds. It can be said that fiscal
court has a moral duty to
advance the cause of
upgraded andaldequate police
protection. However, the legal
compulsion to do so Is not
present in current
legislation."
The law official said any
Kscal court can enact or-
dinances on police protection,
but that no specific standards
are provided for such
coverage.
"The fiscal court has an
option in providing for a
county police force not con-
nected with the litierlirs al-
fieeLft wan_ said.
"The county judge-
executive can establish a
county police force, but itis up `.
to the fiscal court to fund such
operation.
"We have no statistics on
that, but we suspect that the
use of (that statute) in rural
Kentucky is one of in-
frequency and one involving
token staffs."
Runyan said fiscal courts
would blame failure to use the
statute on the lack of county
money. he said that a fiscal
court is allowed to fund the
salaries of sheriff's deputies
and help buy necessary office
equipment and supplies for
the sheriff.
"However, it is our opinion
that there are no statutes
numdatIng fiscal "coiirt to find
the aim-01'a -operations.









































































































































LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
--------------------
Commissioner's Sale
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CfYilt1"171F.! rAitinttLrTtS
EXCHANGE BANK, A CORPORATION PLAN-
TIFF, VERSUS TERRY SINGLETON AND
- WIFE, JANIE SINGLETON; AND COM-
MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF.
CALLOWAY DEFENDANT.
HOY1C1 OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the _
Calloway CEruft court -rendered at the Sep-
tember 22 Term thereof 197a,„in the above cause.
for the sum of Five Hundred Fifty Four and
69/100 )554.69) Dollars, with interest at the rate
of 7 per cent per annum from the 22nd day of Sep-
tember 1978, until paid and its cost therein I shall
Proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door,
in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 23rd day of Oc-
tober 1978, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following described
property, to-wit:
Being Lots Nos. 836 and 837, Unit 111 of Ken-
tucky Lake Develwnent Carperation Sat
dfvi.sion as shown by plat of same which is recor-
ded in Plat Book 3, page 35, in the office of the
-Cleilett- Calloway CalInty, e
Lucky,_
Being the same property conveyed to Terry
Singleton and wife, Janie Singleton, by deed of
LaVerne Labadie dated September 9, 1976, ane
of record on Microfile in Book 156, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 8, Card 1039, in the Calloway County
Court's office, Murray, Kentucky.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of _a judgment. Bid-
ders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
F.
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vertising 7.53- 1 9.19.
Classified Display,
Classified, _• - Cir-
culation and the
Business Office may







We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you .had pictures
made at Love's during
the past 25 years, we














given thal the Fiscal
Court of Calloway
County, Kentucky, at
its special meeting to
be held at 4:00 P.M.,
C.D.T., on Tuesday,
October 17, 1978, at the-
Courthouse in Murray,
Kentucky, will con-
sider and is expected
to give first read* to
an Ordinance relating
to the issuance and
sale of County of
Calloway School
Bii1ding -ReVeniie
Bonds, Series of 1978,
dated • November 1,
1978, the amount of
such Bonds to be based
upon the amount of
maney needed to
finance the Middle
School at the site of the
Calloway County High
School, after bids for
construction are
received and con-
sidered, and is ex-
pected on Friday, oc-
tober 20, 1978, at 4:00
p.m., to give a secend
reading to such Or-
dinance and to con-





ce and sale of such
Bonds in stated form
and denomination, the
proceeds of 'which
Bonds are to be ap-




proves the Board's ap-
pointment of Gingles
, and Harms, Nashville,
Tennessee, as the Ar-
chitects to prepare the
plans - and
specification for and to
soperVise_ the con-
struction of said new
building, provides for
the creation pf funds
sufficient . to pay the
principal of and in-
terest on said Bonds as
they mature and
authorizes the
execution of a Lease of
such school building
-properties t.a: -the
Board of Education on
an annual lease option
basis in the form of a
Contract, Lease and
Option.
The full text of the
Bond Ordinance is on
file at the office of the
undersigned , County
Clerk in the Calloway
County Courthouse in
Murray, Kentucky








lInder the supervision of the Mayor and the City
Council, Will be responsible for carrying out a Com-
munity Development Block Grant Program.
MIES INCLINE:
General supervision, handle accounts, coordinate
operations, public relations with other agencies,
citizen participation functions, prepare reporting
systems for local officials.and HUD.
REQUIREMENTS:
-Degree in -urban Planning, Public Ad-
ministration, Management preferred. Needs
managerial skills; basic construction knowledge
and famillarity.witb federal programs.
SALARY: •
Commensurate with education and experience.





ATTOITION: Mayor Joe Thompson
TELEKIONE: 502/492-8872 • 502/492-8424
Reply 117 00011111r 25.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3128. 
FURNITURE STRIPPING
& Refinishing, no dlppiing,
pickup and delivery
available. For Sale OAK: 50
inch round table, 6 matching
Efiairs, several high back
beds, dressers, chests, kit
chen tables, cabinets,
rockers. Lots more furniture.
Wood burning cook stove
with warming oven. Call 502-
345-2366. 10 miles west of
Murray on 94, then 2 miles
north 564, Joyces Antiques.
2. NOTICE
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
$9 tos grooming •Il Dreads of
- medium and small dogs
October 16 through October





Call 759-4140, 9 90'5, Monday
through Friday. 
WHAT WE do best is tare.
Headline, 7534333.
S. LOST, &FOUND 
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black clutch course Lost in
the vacinIty of Alti and Main.
Contains importint papers
and identification. If found
- please -77511919 or 7531
7618.
LOST: VICINITY OF Cyprus. 
Wing* Resort. Brown, long.
hair, medium sized, female,
mixed breed dog. Tail curls
over back. Reward 436 5869
or 436-2266.
6. HELP WANTED 
BABYSITTER in oi around
Kirksey area. Must have
references. For working
time, call 489-2746 before 9
am and after 7 pm.
HELP WANTE.13
EXPERIENCED Framer
and mat cutter to work Oar,
time. Please reply giving
experience and references to
P 0 Box 32 D, Murray, Ky.
42011. 
.741 A TITIfts"irt
FEMALE to care for 4 yebr-
old and 5 month-old girls in
my home. Hours: 8.30 am-2
pm, Mon.-Fri., light house
Work. Must have own
transportation. Call 753-3493
after 5 pm. 
MAINTENANCE MAN. Full
time, 40 hour woe*. Apply in
person, Regal 8, 517 S. 12th
St. 94o phone cans. 
MATURE RELIABLE
woman to cars kir 3 month
Old baby In :MY home
Tuesday and _Friday, 8 am to
.4 pm. Light housework. can
753-2980.
WANTED SO7vit ONE V




dier a f ts dealershipS
available. Write C. Hudson, 3
Tandy Center, Ft. Worth,
TX. 76101, or call 817-336-
BABYSITTER IN my home. 3030.
Week day afternoons. Own
transpor.ration and
erenceS reCIOlrect. Ca1t-753-
9520, after 5 pm. 
COOKS WANTED: Apoil at
--Terrerce•-ttelge, • 15
Stadium View Dr. Apply in
-person only, between 9 and 5. 
_DISHWASHERS WANTED.














EXTRA HOURS earns you
4500 per IWO thrtfing en-
velopes With our circulars.
For information write: S & S
_enter ieee.„  _are) 14,471..r
12d., Middletown, Ohio 45042.
YOUNG PERSON 18-35
years old to work- through
Christmas, must have car
and be willing to travel up to
150 miles. Work 4 clays a
week off 3 . days, Don't
inquire unless you're ready
N to go to work. Send ap-
plication, self snapshot to:
Dale True, RR 2, Troy, Tenn.
38260.
LAKE VIEW
Pine Bluff Shores cot-
tage, extra nice with










and double garage on I
acre lot in city.
Louise Baker 75324Q9




Waitresses, part time or full







18 24 30" •
YoZir Choice$650
Con be used in .kitchen. or the bor to set your plan




We are also continuing our sale on a
special group of
Kahki's & Jeans
Buy One Pair Get
1 Pair FREE
COINS; - CLPCKS, -JEWELRY, RECORD
PLAYERS, 8500 PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
AND MANY RARE AND BEAUTIFUL PIECES
OF FURNITURE.
'At the Auction Mart in Kuttawa, KT, Saturday, Oc-
tober 21st at 10:00 a.m.
Several coins including 2 gold dollar, and 1,
_1857 test or pattern dollar -
25 good workable old- phonographs - 8500
phonograph records, sheet music - 250 piano rolls
  rare autographed mavie star pictures
. 21 lots of fine jewelry including ladies 18 kt.
gold opal ring-ladies 18 kt. pink gold oval
cabashan anythyst ring, I pair 15 mm Map'
Barogue pearl earrings set ina8 kt. gold
25 clocks, including I grandfather and 1 Weight
Vienna, 7 watches, '5-keywind'
More than 100 pieces of fine furniture and
household items including an oak roll top desk -
carved eteegea - marble top washstands - China
cabinets - estey organ, chest of drawers - fine
carved oak leaded cabinet & others. Call or write






.Thursday, October 19th at 10:00 a.m. at the Lao-
lien Mart in Kuttaaa.
TRACTORS: I, Ford 2000 Tractor, in excellent
condition; 2, Farmall H Tractors; 1, Farmall B
Tractor.
3 BAIFRS: 1, #12 Massey Ferguson string tie
hay baler; 1, New Holland 78 hay baler: I, AC
round hery baler. 
2 TRUCKS: 1974 Cliev. P.U. 350 V8, straight
shift, Custom 10 long wheelbase; 1971 Ford 600
truck tractor, for moving house trailers.
AUTO: 1971 Pontiac Catalina 400
MACHINERY: 1, like new 6' pull type Bush Met
with stump juniper'A, team mowing machine; 5,
steel tool cabinets, 24' 7 wide equipment trailer,
20' flatbed gooseneck trailer with ran ps, 2 roe 3
ph. cultivator, 3 p.h. hole digger, splamander,
hog feeder - calf creepleecler, wood f:Irir gates -
•M.P. 3 p.h—lawnrnower, rebber tire1 WlIgfl -
manure spreader, chain hoist, log chains, 2
water tanks, 9 long telephone poles, '0 ft grain
trailer with good rubber, Boughman table fan
lime bed, C.atipiller #955H front end loader on
tract. Seelal number 60A4633 (me herlicalle ,
good, under carriage poor)
BOAT: I, 14' Run About Glas Par b ith 50,
h.p. Mercury elec. start motor. All It, - to be
brought in Monday and Tuesday lb h and
17th.
Sale hs
' Thomas White & Sons
Auction & Realty
Nottowo Ky
502 388 1088 or 388 77',1
 all1111.1111b
5 WTI. 
SWING A MATIC with
cradle and swing. Infant
carrier, baby clothes, size 12
maternity clothes, Homelite
chain saw. Call 153-8832. 
TABLE & 6 chairs, 3 piece
sectional sofa, Fiigidaire
refrigerator, apartment size
gas stove, 2 gas • space
heaters, 40,000 BTU. Bath
tub and sink wrth fitt;ngs.
Cart be seen at 804 .50FPRIO-
lane --
.USED GUTTERING. May be
seen at 511 N. 7th Street.
UPRIGHT FREEZER,




Lessons taught by qualified
professionals. 10 hours of
instructions, $35. West
Kentucky Glass Works, 759-
1975.
12. INSURANCE
16. NOME FURNISHINGS  17, 40s.VOME SALES
CHINA CABINET and green
recliner . Call 7S1-3248. '
COUCH AND CHAIR, lamps





lags& Son, Inc.So. 5th
TABLE AND 6 Cliairs, $10.
Rollaway bed, $10. A shallow
• well Pomp, good, $100. Call
753-2327 after S pm.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
-eL-Erreoeue Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
11. FARM EQUIP.




CAT DOZER-Old gaser but
excellent for farm. Runs
good • and good un
—cterrarrt age. Hydrautir
blade. USW, 436-5628. 
1101anvensists tNsuLaaCi
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SIE WAYNE WILSON
FOR NOR! INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REA/ MATT - 382 It. 17TH -
7534163.
13. SALE OR TRADE
1951 FORD PICKUP, with
Chrysler Heni engine and
automatic, body fair con-
dition. Call 759-1813 after 4
pm.
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED Restaurant
kitchen equipment, all types,
also walk-in cooler and
freezer. Call 753 447°. 
GOOD USED PIANO. Call
436.5485.
LATE 60's mid sized car
Also a horse to ride in spare
time. I am experienced
rider. Call 753-3713.
USED YELLOW Jenny Lind
baby bed. Call 489-2742 after
5 pm. 
WANT TO BUY 50,000 BTU
gas heating stove in excellent
working condition. Call 753
4742.
WANT TO BUY GOOD 4 cly
Motor for Vega Call 753-3376
after 5 pm. 
WANT TO BUY a used
bedroom suite. Call 753-2377.
Is. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT Piano,
needs work, $100 or best
offer. Call 436-2541.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
-"wall pipe 6"- X 30", $17.88.
I nstulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
COR R ELLE Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains, 313 inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25.
_ 20 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware.
Paris, TN.
DOUBLE OVEN gas stove,
$75 or trade. Call 436-2506.
FIREPLACE Inclosures
with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FIREWOOD any length. Call
753-4951.
FULL SIZE BOX springs and
inner spring rnattress, ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
°814 after 4 pm.
FOR SALE: Child's wooden
rocker and vanity, Doll's
wooden cradle and high
chair, good condition. Call
after 5pm, 753-8684. 




guitar, 1 year old. One
Quasar 25" color tv, 1 year
old. Shure professional




equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
4 NEW -MAG Polished
Aluminum wheels, 14 inch
With 2 L60-14 Goodyear





Queen washing machine, one
Hot Point dryer, one Bennet
machine and one small
oxygen tank. If interested,
call 753 5229. ,
SECURITY LIGHT., cast
Iron box stove. Call 753-6446.
10 SPEED BICYCLE, like
new, $50. Call 492-8132 before.
_FARMER SPECIAL, stock
irr-9hcnr-otocicr-rno4er-
E-24, $9.99, model H0-30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
FOR SALE REPOSESSED
1974 12 X 60 mobile home
Call 753-6151,
TRAILOR r2- X 63, 3 BR, 2
.-1381818P*MIOWRodows,4mke up
payments. Cali 753.3751 
12 X 60, 2 BP, extra nice. Call
489-2774
12 X 60 1971, mobile home, 3
bedroom with city lot, new
carpet and new aluminum
underpinning. Call 753-1873. 
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, un-
furnished, all electric, like
new. See at Rivstria Cl. 753-
3280 before 5, or 436-240
after 6. 
r. b4-EATING AI COOLING 
HEATERS Electric, Mat-
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, $34.99.




TWO GOOD wonp _Stoves.
Call 489-2166.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT-SOUTHSIDE
Manor, HUD subsidized
apartments for the elderly.
One BR now available, rent
based ,on income. _Equal
opportunity housing. Call
753-8221.
32, APTS. FOR RENT
- TWO SMALL APT. on
Blood River Lake, 830 per
month through winter
months. Electric heat and
nice. Call 436-2427
---1141REE lt0111A6--- furn/011111 -
apartment, 602 Poplar
Street, heat and water fur •
nished. $12.5 per month Call
753-2964 or come by apart-
ment 10 am 2 pm Saturday. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT. Two bedroom
house on Stella-Kirksey hwy.
Call 753 4883.
MODERN HOUSE for rent
tell 753-8333.-
36. RENT OW LEASE
OFFICE OR Store space for





SPACIOUS St ACRE corner
tot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area be west side of Tot. CalT
753-7405 alter 5 pm.
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, by Shox Stock,
electric or battery op-










sheeting for underpinning or
roofing. Marshall County
Monuments In Draffinville.




organs, used pianos. Loriardo




grain fed-aged beef. Frgnt
quarter $85 cents a poUnd,
whole or side 5.95 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $1.05
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac-
Cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642 8201. One




track cabinet type. Call 753- -
5419.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy,
3 afz, all electric, washer and
dryer, side by side
refrigerator-freezer, rangit,...
all new carpet, glass sliding
door and air, $5000. Call 753-
4074 or 753-1877.
TWO BR .Mobile home, 11
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
or 753-5816
- 1978 Chevrolet Caprice Classic, loaded new car
trade-in. 15,000 miles.
1977 Codeine Couple Deville, Sun roof, all the ex-
tras, extra clean.
-
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door double power and
air, extra dean.
1977 Booneville, 4 door hard top, low mileage,
new car trade-in.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am,extra sharp,-yeung mans
dream.
1976 Cutlass Salon Coupe, Weer iftdoies,
reclining seats, all the extras.
1975 Oldsnuihilo Cutlass Coupe, double power and
air. Sharp.
1975 Pontiac Lemans Coupe, double power and
air. Extra clean.






Impala Coupe, sharp, new car
PURDOM
OH. - Peet* - Caine
-Satisned Customers Are Om
Main Concern-,
1406 West Nola . 753-5315
Featuring...
• Powerplay 24 Watts
• Fast forward
• Volume and balance controls


















Trans Rib Driver Producc.s Full Range
• Up to 50 Watts Music Power Per Channe
• 11 Oz Magnet in 41 Oz Systerp List $154.95
• Integrille





it Locking fast forward ind rewind






12 to 72 Watt
Some With Graphic
Equalizers
Complete Line Of Craig—
Check our prices before buying. If its for the car, we've got
"We are the only Craig
ment in the area."
,
authorized service degort-
"We Service Only What We




















GARAGE SALE, Sat. Oct.
14th, B till S, 2 miles S on &II
rocker, chairs, dishes,
curtain; bedspreads. pots
and pans, clothes and lots of
other items Watch for signs 
, REGISTERED Angus
les. 436-5616. - 
l,ARE IN Foel, mule colt
still ion Call 435 4331 
311.10ETS-SOPPtIlES. '
AKC ALASK IAN Malamute
puppy. 6 months; female,
.• make nice pet, shots and
----eporaked. 753.9390 
AKC GERMAWSHEPHERD
puppies, solid black, Can
furnish '5›._ generations
pedigree papers. 502 554.
2153. Paducah 
AkC REGISTERES -.SE
fjernard puppies, 4 male, 5
female. Call 753 5696,
MINIATURE Schnauzer,
AKC, 4 months old male will
tlfe small 550 Call 435.4481. 
tilINIATURE PINSCHERS
commonly called miniature
__Doberman. 7 1 t inches, 84
s full grown. AKC
line. Cali 7,Q4621,4sitar..
D ENGLISH SHEEP dog
puppies, 'MC, 3 rtiOntlis,




Sale, Sat. Oct_ lath. 8.? at the
home of Edgar Childress,
located 15 miles E of Murray
off 94. First blacktop road to
left past Brown's 'Grocery
Signs will be posted giving
further - direction. Items. 2
piece living room suite, 6
'piece solid Maple dining
table and chittirs, like new.
Stereo, maple end tables (4
piece tet); piece BR suite,
Solid ma e. maple corner
hutch, air onclitioner (wall
Unit). There 'will also be
items included from the late
eterdie and Mertie_ Williams
estate. 2 horse road *Ogon,
tables, chairs, pie safes,"end
tables, coffee table, • tv,
ch itf a rohe, treadle sewing
machine, excellent con•
dation, old, disc, harness,
collars, cut glass, large
ISSortment of dtshes, antique
picture frames, clothes, toys,
too many items to mention: 
6 FAMILY YARD SALE.
tiardin, Ky. Across street
from post office. Oct. 16 & 17,
' household items, chain saw,
Ken Holland prints, clothes
• of all sizes.
GARAGE SALE•Stereo,




and much more Friday,
October 13, 8 to 4 and
Saturday, October 14, a to
313 N. 6th St Rain or shine.
GARtGE SALE Oct_ 131 14.
1703 Johnson Blvd across
from tennis courts. New
hubcaps, baby things, -
stroller, curtains, bed
spreads. children and adult'
clothing,
H01,4E AND GARAGE Sale.
Fri and Sat. Oct. 13 and 14.
Platform rocker, rugs, ler
Tappan range, upright
washer, iron wash kettle, lots
of books, children clothes.
small tools, barrels etc' am
to 5 pm each day. 804 N. 16 St.
LARGE GARAGE -SALE,
2010 Gatesborpugh Cir. Sat.
0-4: Men, women and boys
..C1Othing, is-assorted dishes.
17,1ASM‘L_71$1,YS._„filler.$117_11f1
table, fireplace screen, new
full standing tire place, baby
items, lamps, humidif ter,
paper backs, antique
telephdfse. 
3 PARTY GARAGE SALE,
Fri. & Sat from 7 till 5 South
11th St., Fairland Dr.
5 PARTY GARAGE SALE,





2 PARTY YARD SALE, at
404 S. 6th. Fri. and Sat.
4 PARTY GARAGE SALE.
Lots of baby .clothes,
miscellaneous items, Sat.
Oct 14, at 200S. 124.
R1JMMA,GE SALE, Oct. la,.
1978, 9-4. For sale, mattress,
chest: clothes and.rxic.nac's_
113 N. lit. St. 7
YARD SALE, Sat, Oct. 14th,
403,( N. 16th. Old picturefezn 
e, quilt top & pieces. old
glassware, furniture,
clothes', tots of collectables.
Cancellecca se of rain.
•
43. REAL ESTATE "
A BEAUTIFUL home with
2,500 square feet of living
staircases- and much riitic -
more thru out, 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, central heat and air,
central eacumn system.
Located i Hazel This fine




A BEAUTIFUL brick, 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath,home with
carports -for 3 cars, central
heat and air. Located close to
Central Shooping area,
settings on protessionaly
tandscapted tot. DONALD R
TUCKER REALTOR, 502
Maple 753-4342 •
C 1975 united Feature s,,rics.cate Inc /0-41
Hr ONLY, SENATOR, YOU WERE AS
HANDY WITH 'TOOLS AS YOU ARE AT
"TYING IPA BILL IN COMMITTEE, it
.13- REAL ESTATE
Professional Services





Real Estate handle the
sale of your property.
We have quite a






ARE YOU LOOKING for a
house in the county but are
on • a. tight budget? Take a
look at this two bedroom, one
bath house in Kirksey. It also
has a living room, nice kit.
chen and eating area. There
is a large garage with work
area and for the fixerupers a
large unfurnished upstairs
that could easily be Made
YARD • SALE!. Very old into a third bedroom. Priced
Mason jar to 'he sold to' • al $15,500. 'Phone • icsr-
highest bidder 'Clothes, PERUD REALTY, 153-1222
including prom dress. 3.7 for all the information, 
miles from K & N Root
121 S. across from Old Went--
bee(' 60 ACRES OCSALE-in New
Providence community. Just
Church Rd., Sat. Oct. 14th., sk listed this farm which is all6. • , fenCed and cross fenced with
approkienately 7 acres of
wooded land, 15 acres of good
bottom land *rid the rest in
posture. Also. on lovely
• hillside it well and septic
system ready for gookup
with trailor or new horrie,A I I





ItEW OFFICE HOURS - Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
NORNBUCKLEIMMER SNP
PRICE. NAIR CUT $1.58 Puna WIVE $1.23
Fee liespael & limos Cob Mom 753-4013
BARKLEY LJUM '
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, lutcben" with
built-ins, large lot. Two car aetached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate





For Sale By Owner
Call 1-442-7848
° A LOT OF FARM
*FOR A LITTLE°--", ,Pu
76 Acres, 30 tenriable, 1/2 Acre tobacco base with
  btrrn, acre pond, hog lot. 24 x 24 Utility building
made!of concrete block. 5 Bedroom house 1 t4 baths,
new pump, oil heat, all this and more for $60,000.
Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646
• -1177- JOU tiThs 436-2294
- Pete Waldrop 753-7249
100.200 ACRE row crop farm
with in 15 miles of Murray.
Good soii, mostly level. No
realtors, Call 753-5610..
40 ACRES FOR sale, 30 acres
tendable with tobacco barn
and allotment, 2 miles west
of Crossland Stateline
Rd., S25,000. 'Call 753-5532.
ACREA:GE FOR RENT.
Approximately 30 acres 2
miles west of Crossland: on
Stateline Rd, Available for
winter wheat. Call 753-5532.
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lots in Kingswood. Westwood
and Grove Heights. Some of
these lots are gently sloping
for your special design,
others level and most are
wooded. Build and save plus
save on city taxes. Priced










5 BEAUTIFUL ACRES in
New Providence. Private
drive to property which
includes mobile home and
older home which needs
repairs. Buy this and have
Met showplace you 'have -
always wanted. Listed a t
$15,750. THE NELSON
SHROAT CO., REALTORS, .
759 1707.
COUNTRY HOME: Extra
latgel bedroom, 2 bath home
on la-rge lot, attached
owe. .firePlace-to trip
heat and air and many nice
features Priced in mid 40's.
Located only minutes from
city limits on Locust Grove
Church Road. Priced
reduced Rhone KOPPE RUD
REALTY, 753 1222 for
details.
FOR SALE I BR house, Lynn
Grove, garage, outbuildings,
wood stove, electric heat,
well, + I acres. Must sell,
moving business to Parrs,










FOR SALE BY OWNER
NeyLEAgtancl Salt Box, 4 BR,
baths, rustic kitchen
,abinets with fnicrowava
disposal and pantry Break-
fast area Large greet room
with wood burning fireplace.
Solid oak ilogcs., and. stair -
-*Ay Decorated thYOtighUr
iw44b foollpapop, ex If*
storage 7 car Wage and
*pod . shed. Located on 150.X
755 feet lot an Hermitage, PI..












Weekeru /I Evenings Call
Joe Kennon 436 5616
Bud Nall 753 4$611
PORI Allovity 153 1624
Doe Tucker 753 1930
Purom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate





located near the university
this home has •fireplace in
living room and is nicely
decorated throughout with
attractive paneling and wall
to wall carpeting. This price
IS right-tor-a fast-sate firTne
teens7-Phone today for all the











water, both for onl
$.3,000.
Weekends & Evenings Cali
Jo. lemon 436 5676
&Hi NeN 753 4.11611
Pam Allevity 753 11674
Doe lecher 753 1930
INCOME PROPERTY FOR
SALE. House made into 2
apartments near university.
Also large building that can










With The Friendly 'Touch"
RETIREES DELIGH-
. . deTightrui Set-
ting, 1 acre only 2























With Thc Friendly Touch"
Long Established
-Local, Business. .





'Estate 753-8080 for all
-...,.details Boyd Majors,
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
Ftt4 R4 F FOUND -Idea).
-for resrau-istif hftlic barn.'
4)4. ant, aniktve- 401904Kai -awe
that's • loaded with charac
Mr-. • wide stokes** with
balcony and railing Call
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753 1492.
SEARCH AND . SEIZE..
Search that this business for
the many advantages it could
afford you arid seize the
opportunity to make it your
own today.. business pluS
fixtures and merchandise..
Do yourself a favor go look.
Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753 1492., ;
TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
sale at reasonable price.
Both lots for a total price of
only S6500. Phone KOP-
PERU D REALTY, 753-1222.
WILSON
income property, Ms 3 as.
loosed opstoirs esuldmit
another good opt el* Ilerf
little ,n•estment. CAI 753-
3263 ID' seeds
One of the better honses and
form in Callaway Coney Is
this 75 acres of tiol: hod.
3 bedroom, bath Ira








Design for easy relaxed
living! Master bedroom with
sitting room. and bath area,
den with fireplace, plus all
the necessities, located on
large country lot perfect for







Sales Completed 1973 CONT111ENTTAL "Ta171
or sale teistracts moo in if. Coupe Leather interior,
feet on ell properties fisted ill stereo, extra clean 492-8646
114  ism  key), _won_ days, 753.2936 nights and
with rash ter a..e pommies, - Sun - -
x„. „ 3 "whims !wow 1973 CUTLASS S. power
brakeS, steering, windows,
AM FM stereo tape, swivel
bucket seats with console,
factory wheels, half vinyl
roof. Sharp. Call 753-3227
after 5 pm and ask for David.
_____ FOS SALE - 51. CAMPERS . 
white from*, 2 bedroom base pickup. Call 492-8352.
REDUCED! MUST SELL, CAMPER TO FIT long wheel Sears continuous gutters
$3. SERVICES OFFERED._ 





753 5374 days, and 437.4794
nights, - Fredonia, and 
Three Rivers
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds,
' if icatiens. Call Sears
and dishwasher_ Priced in 15 F . IMPERIAL BASS 
teens. Call 753-9924 after 3:30 Boat, with motor and 
trailor.
Cell 1.342.2646. Weals° haul
sand and rock. Eyottli
Trucking C-0...Lynnville, Ky.
1177 HONDA 70, 7500 miles,
loacied.with extras, priced to.
sell, $1500 firm. 1011436-2547.
•• 1977 KAWASAKI 650 Will
-take best offer. Call 759 4104
after 6 pm.
1972 SL 150 HONDA, good
conditioo, S325. Call 492 8102
after 4 pm. 
YAMAI4A 400-YZ pacing
bike, $400. Call 489 2149
4. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee; 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS
1975 CONTINENTAL 4-door,
red end white, 1 owner, low
milage, all new Michilin tires
and sun roof. Call 436-2427.
For listing sad intensive par.
mool effort on selling row
proporty cell C. 0. Soodirroot
Rooky 753-9954 or 753-3460
WOODED 2 ACRES with
traitor pole, septic tank and
well White rock drive. Call
759-4088
44.*OTS FOR SALE
FOR RENT OR SALE
acre lot ready to move on,
city water, $30. per month
with option to buy. Roberts
Estate, 3 miles east • of
• Murray. Call 753.3745.
FLORIDA LOT, Will sell or
trade 'for property in
Cattoway County, corner lot
bounded on two sides by salt
water canal, one block from
intercoastal waterway, 3
blocks from Atlantic ocean.
Riperian rights on ocean
front. Located in F lager
Beach, approx 10 miles
North on AtA from Daytonia
Beach,l5 miles from St
'Augustine. City water tap on
fee-paid. Fish in Intercoastal
waterway or ocean. Small
town, ideal retirement 'spot.
For further information call
436.2289 after 5 pm.
SEVEN COMMERICAL lots,
located at the entrance of
Pine Bluff Shores, all joining,
buy one or all. Starting at
$1,500. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR, 502 Maple, 753
4342
45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACRES of good rand. 28
tendable acres, some timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy.
frontage, old house, log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky Lake, New Concord area
$26,000. Charles B.
-McCuiston 753-5124.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER, nice 2 large
BR, large living room with
dining area, kitchen, bath,
large garage. Call 753.2770. 
FOUR ROOM house for sale,
carport, front porch, lot 50' X
75' for $6000 or for rent $65
per month in Hardin. Call
759 4084 or 753-6791.
HOUSE FOR SALE at
Lakeway Shores. Corner lot,
3 BR, fireplace in living
,room, place for stove in
'basement, 2 porches, garage





Roofed rind reedy. Up to 12 24. Also born style, offices, eetteges,
mobile home *tons, and patios, or U BUILD pre .:Lut completely reedy
to assemble up to 24 z40, Ivy the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
SALE
20% -OFF ENTIRE STOCK
NEW COLLEGE SHOP




604 South 12th Street
Phone (502) 753.7114
Murray, Kiettvehy 42071
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
engine which is in excellent
condition. Automatic with
power steering, has wide
tires and wheels, $800. Phone
354.6217.
4•000R BELVEDERE, 1970
Plymouth. gold with white
vinyl top. Power steering,
air, good tires, very clean,
excellent condition. Call 753-
6241
1970 DATSUN 240 Z. Call 7S3-
4501.
1974 ELCAMINO CLASSIC,
46,000 miles, power and air,
good condition, $2800. Call
753 5945 after 5 pm. 
1967 FORD GALAXY Con-
vertable, extra clean, extra
sharp, $1400. Call 753.4406
before 5 pm or 759-1829 after
5 PITT- "-
1967 FORD LTD needs
engine work pn 390. body
good, good 390 available, car
and extra engine, $300. 436-
5628.
1978 GRANADA GIA, power
steer Mg, brakes,' automatic.
AM-FM radio with 8 track. _





consider older pickup in
trade. Call 474-2774.
1975 GRAN PRIX
Everything on it, runs good
Can 753.9828 after 6 pm or see
at University Gulf at 5 points. 
1974 GREMLIN X automatic,
air, $950 Call 489-2595.
1973 PONOAIC 'Grand Am.
Low mileage Call 759-1555. 
1965 PONTIAC 130N
NEVILLE, 1150. 1961 Ford
truck, $200 or best offer. Cali
436-2459.
1974 VW SUN BUG, good
condition. Call Sun.•Thur.
anytime, 759-4187. 
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1970 CJ-5 JEEP, 4-wheel
"drive. Rough but reliable,
$200. Phone: 759.4573 or 753.
2248 alter 6 pm.
1974 CHEVROLET pickup,
automatic,`•pir, good con-
dition, 51995 1970- Ford
pickup with 'camper, 1750:
Call 489.2595
1973 FORD EXPLORER,
automatic with air, excellent
condition. Call 753.7595. •
51. CAMPERS
24 FT. CONCORD Travel
trailor, fully self contained,
sleeps 8, air conditioned. Call





small electrical jobs. Can
753.0762 after 5 pm. 
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways:, We have
any size limestone and pea
gravel. Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753.5429
after 49m. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
.General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1
395-4967 or 1 362 4895.
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the I DO PAINTING. Call 753-
rainy season starts. 753.2418. 11762 ask for James 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
screens installed, minor prompt, efficient service,
repair work by Cliff Heegel, call Ernest White 753-0605. 
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
-C-att -759. 467e.  and. gas h,stoltatton,- witt -do
CARPET CLEANING, plumbing, heating and sewer
yibra•back, steam dry cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
siebrtina, reterencts,_:PIANO 
Reasonable rates, free Call Joe Jackson at ChucW-
estimates. ..Call. 759.4085 Or. Music Centgrai,3-3682 or 753-
753-5816. 
. 
7149 after 6 pm. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs ROOF I PIG, excellent
around the house or mobile references. Call 753.1486
home done? Carpentry, between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
painting, plumbing, askfor Shelley. 
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs, call 436





Cali 436-5570. - 
HOME --14€41MRS:_u_r_etiolL
regular doors and wingeOft,
floors and roofs. Also smelt
plumbing and electric 
work. Call 753.2501 after 11
pm. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN
Sears, save on these hi
heating and cooling bil :




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489.-2774. 
CHILDREN KEPT in my
home full or part time. Call
753.2701- .
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for tree estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435.
4343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control service, call 753-
3914. Kelly's Termite & Pest
Control.
RESPONSIBLE LADY will
babysit. Call 901-247.5685. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2.
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 1-
442-7026.
WILL GIVE PIANO lessons
In my home. Call 753-2462
weekdays after 5:30 and all
day weekends. 
WILL BA8YS1T A 3 or 4 year
old in my home days. Cali
TP 1275". • •
55. FEEO&SEED
PLENTY OF GOOD Fescue
and Timothy seed, cheap,
any amount. Call 753.5000 or
753-5595.
56. FREE COLUMN
WILL GIVE AWAY to a good




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS--
.
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Listen to Bible Facts weekly broadcast each Sunday
9:30 to 10: 30, a.m..on VVSJP, 1130 on-your AV.
II 2kaotioy 3-16 states, AI scriptures is Ormsby inspinetiee of God.
If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you, telling the good news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great but the laborers arelew. Saturday ser-
vices 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes 6 to 7 and 7 to 8
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime!
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600
God Is An E.ual I Em iloyer
SPECIAL-Free air con.
ditonert with purchase of -
new 1978 Prowler. Travel
Trailer. Arrowhead Camper
Sale Hwy. '80"E., Mayfield;
Ky. 1.502-247-8187. 
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your local StarCraft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non. toxic
camper anti freeze. $3.99 per
_. gallon. Lotatett.4. miles.frorn
Murray on 94 E. Call 753
0605
WE WANT TO BE YOUR
REAL ESTATE BROKER
We have some brand new 3 bedroom brick
homes that you'll be glad to call your own.
Priced only _in low 40's. However we need ad-
ditional listings and if you have property of-any
kind to sell please see or call u.s to sell your
property. _
We still have some choice kits in Fairview Acres
and Lynnwood Estates, find' if you want a, fine
building site near Murray se these while they..
last.
We have 20.9 acres of prime development
property 2 miles west of Murray on Oaks Coun-
try, Club Rd. 34 lots platted, approved by plan-
-fling Commission and recorded in the office of
the Coinity Court Clerk.
located in Henry County 15 miles froraVurraY,
we can offer a 115 acre farm, all in cultivation,
approximatdy rs--tioba-c-c-o- on ,place this
year.
Fulton Young Realty




s*r. Name Brand Merchandise
Reeve s'.PathoryT Surplus
204 N. Brewer Paris, Tenn. Ph. 642-9019
Drapes Curtains Pillows
Spreads Rods Round Tables
-Sheers Window Shades Table Cloths
Tig Backs Roman Shades Couch & _Chair Throws
Controiiers __ Bamboo Shades-:--..' Bed Rest
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Move into this choice listing in Canterbury
Estates Subdivision. This home will truly im-
press the most particular home hunter! Three
large, large bedrooms, formal dining room with
wood parquet floor, outstanding storage areas
including walk-in closet in master bedroom,
lovely den with fireplace and- custom-made
shelves. This home truly has all the extras, and
priced substantially below replacement cost.
Phone us today - we would love to tell you all
about this beautiful home.
REALTY in
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kappervd 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 759-4900 -
Buy now and be ready for next summer!!
Located in Panorama Subdivision and priced at
only $31,000.00 is this five year old, aluminum
siding, one and a half bath home. Large
basement, central electric heat, lots of concrete
work and some furniture included in price.
-' Next door to property above we have a seperate
lot, 110' x 206' for $4,000.00. Buy the two as a corn-
bination or each may be bought seperately.
_
Do your own thing with the 135' waterfront tot on
Blood River. Priced at $14,900.00 or owner would








2 B,R. neat as a pin. Nice lot with fruit trees,
grapes, strawberries. Can be bought -with or
without 2 nice rental trailers.
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
tuy Spann 753-2587 T. C. Collie 753-5122 '
For Sale
35.5 acre farm, price reduced to $35,000.00 on
farm. Located on Black top road running along
East Side and good gravel road running along
South end and West Side. Well fenced and good
pond. See this one.
Price reduced from123,500- 0049 $24,000-00-on -205North 6th. St. property. Zoned 3 B. Can be used
for professional office space access to rear for
parking.
Well located grocery 800 So. 4th. St. Now doing
-excellent business. Owner would like to retire, a





Home Phone - Claude L. Miller, Broker-753-3059
Home Phone - Gerald Carter, Salesman-753-8298- Sift & Main - Murray, Ky.
A beautiful brick, 3 SW, 11'2 bath:-home wicar-ports for 3 cars, cent. heat & air, located close tocentral shopping area, setting on professionalylandsraped fol.





Mary Flt th Smith 753-33ii
1:17e1 Rrani!nn 751.1511
S. 4th St.
acres more or less inside city limits on S. 4th
St. Because of the zoning, this property can be
used for most any type of business ,or multi-
family units. For more details call or come by
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
759-1707
HELPING PEOPLEIS OUR BUSINESS**
F:VEMNGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
0
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061
Always_looking-for,a-plice-a.roost, they often tioch around "For Sale by Owner''
signs. Species.- mostfrequently encountered.
A. The Idle-Hour Lookaround—has no-intention of buying. Just wants
to kid time, maybe pick up a few decorating
ideas.
B. The Disappearing Drive-By--makes a date but doesn't show. At appointed
time, a car creeps slowly past the-house and
out of sight.
C. The Tightfisted Bargain Bluff—wants to buy fOr chicken-feed Thinks-com-
mission "savin6s" should be passed on to
him.
D. The Under-Financed Fledgling—would love to buy the house, but doesn't know
_how big, a loan he can quality. for, or even
where to find it. 
_
,
A REALTOR. can identify these types and deal with them before
they waste your time. REALTQRS° can also help you_sat_a_rea4istic 
price, focate mortgage funds and provide other valuable assistance.
If you're planning to buy or sell real estate, fly to yodr -phone-and
call a REALTOR'. With fast action and full value, can the bluebird
of happiness be far behind?
Go To Sell Property
Where Others Go
Boyd-Majors Real tstate
If you- want 3 full time offices with 18 salespeopletvorking to "sell" your Property then list your
property with BOYD-MAJORS. Our years of suc-cessful selling & dedicated customer service makethe -Sales" possible. No Sale-No Charge.
BOYD-MAJORS











1804 Coldwater Rd. 3 Apts. with good rental in- -





-Cost les% to buy and very little to keep up this 2 bedroom
cottage... For loss utilities, it has storm-doors and nin-
dows ssith gas heat You just can't beat ir Only 313,300.
Give us a call on this one today.. .
Janice Austin 753-8674
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
fvery Penny Cciuntg





Glenda Smith TS] 149/
flelen Spina n31$71
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Final Rites Today - • Services Are Today
For Noble H. Story For Mrs. Sheridan -• L..
Final rites for Noble H.
Story of Murray Route Seven
are being held today- at two
p.m. at the chaptl of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
and the Reva hilgady_
-'"ciathig. Musk is by Gus
-Robertson, Jr., and Richard
,.Jones.
. Active pallbearers are Felix
Dunn, Theron Riley, Fred
- rogue, Luther Nance, Bob
Perry, and Max Beale.
Honorary pallbearers are
Tommy Rushing, Fred
Ptulbps. Auburn Wells, 011ie
Barnett, Torrithy Hamlin, Joe
Dick. Clarence Coles, Voris
Wells, and members of the
Crusaders Sundky School
Class of the First Baptist
Church where he was a
member.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Story, 7f; died Tuesday
at. the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital._ _He_ Is ..ur-
vived by his wife, Mildred, two
sisters, Mrs. J. D. Rogers and





Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Bessie M.
Bogard of 2073 East Webber
Street, Burton, Mich., who
died Wednesday at the
,MtLaren Hospital, Flint,-
.
The deceased -war III. years;
afr Age ind was the wifeof
Howell Bogard who died in
1975. She was also preceded in
death by one son, C. W.
Bogard in 1975, a grandson,
James Bogard in 1967, and a
brother, Gatlin Paschall in
1977. Born Jan. 16, 1896, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late John W.
Paschall and Sally Cavitt
Paschall.
Mrs. Bogard is survived by
one daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Mildred Bogard, and four
grandchildren, Charles and
• Nancy Bogard and Bill and
--Betty Ann Conley, all of
Burton, Mich; one sister,
•Mrs. Cordie Jones, Paris,
Tenn.: one brother, Charlie
Paschall and, hia wife, Kenice,
Murray; sister-in-law, Mrs.
Ernestine Paschall, Mayfield;
several nieces. nephews, and
cousins.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Hill Funeral Home,
Grand Blanc, Mich., with





George B. Arnett of Murray
Route Seven died-Thirsday at
four p.m. at his home. He was
87 years of age and was
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Rubye Ruth Arnett, on
May 7, 1975.
Mr. Arnett was a member of
the Salem Baptist Church and
a retired farmer. Born April_t_
1391, in Calloway- County, he
was the son of the late John W.




(Juanita I Spann, Murray
Route Seven, and Mrs Glen
(Moyna ) Sims. Elkton; one
,son, Hugh ',Arnett, . Murray
Route Seven; one sister, Mrs.
• Cora Scott, Murray Route'
One; tee grandchildren; four
_great grandchildren.  •
. The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Virgil Blankenship officiating.
Burial will follow in the Young
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




Federal-Slate M a r News Service Oct
13, 1/T8
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipt.' So 45A rig: 700 Blifrovel &
- —Ott: 75,1 04 higher linstonees
er Sows si•ady instances 50 higher
US 1-2 200-234 It's ,gyi 75;62 25
VS2 204 !*4(. $51 50-51 TS
US 2-3 240-Z50 U., . 8f4 50-51 Si)
DS 2-4 swim $45505050
Sow
VS14 t70-350 842 0051 (110
r— 
3104401tr., 541 5)-42 On
1444114111111*. . $64.11445 80 feu 48 611
- •
121112.111/44144**...: . . .. a. IIIIII41 441:41)
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The funeral for Mrs. Alice
Sheridan is being held today at
2:30 p.m at the chapeLof the ,
Miller Funeral Home, HURL
with the Rev. James T.
Garland officiatinti.
Adams, Gerald Paschall, Paul
Dune, Paul A. Lassiter, and
Bert Taylor are serving as
pallbearers. Hui-lake/ill follow
in the Lassiter Cemetery.
Mrs. Sheridan. 82. died
Wednesday at seven a.m. at
the CalVert City Convalescent
Horne. She is survived by one
son, Adolphus Sheridan. Hazel
Route One; one sister, Mrs.




Late WedneSday. Here's The Ending Of Shows
_
BETA OFFICERS - nec ted as new' officers of the Southwest junior Beta Club, South-
west Calloway Elementary School: at the first meeting held Sept. 19 were, left to right,
kneeling Monty Ras, president; Billy Murray, vice-president Lynne Cothran, secretary-
treasurer leffres Paschall, reporter standing, Chuck Stores and Donna Coles,
recreation chairpersons Carl Anderson and Jeff Butterworth program chairmen.
Mrs. Gary- (Patricia)
Young. Jones Street, Puryear.
'Tenrt:;--an employae-ntilletier-
Price Toys, Murray, died in a
two vehicle- collision near
Macomb, Mo.. late Wed-
nesday afternoon.
Also killed in the accident
was Mrs. Dava J. McKinley,
31, of Wichita. Kan. Gary
Young, husband of the
deceased, was injured and is
stillhospitalized at St-John's
Hospital, Springfield, Mo.
Mrs. McKinley was a niece
of Mr. Young and the three
were to attend the funeral of
'Mr. Young's mother, Mrs.
Lola Page in Branson, Mo., on
Thursday. - - •
Missouri State Trooper Carl
Watson said Young, 36, at-
tempted to turn left into a
private drive off Highway 60
near Macomb. Mo., and was
struck by a pickup truck
headed east.
The driver of the truck,
Janet Ayers of Springfield,
and her three young children
received cuts and bruises.
Young suffered a fractured
left wrist, several cuts, and a
possible liver injury..
Mrs. Young, 38, was born
Jan. 18. 1540, in Hazel Park,
Mich. She was a member of
the Central Point Baptist
Church.
Survivors of Mrs. Young
include her husband, Gary
Yeunr, her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Carl Childers:
two daughters. Deborah and
Cheryl Bob, and one son,
William C. Bob, all of
Puryear, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Shirley Lewandowski,
Centerline, Mich.: two
brothers, William C. Childers,
Atlanta, Ga., and John Alan
Childers, Memphis, Tenn.
The funeral litield
Saturday at two p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Bro.
Warren Sykes officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Puryear City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Funeral sevices for Mrs.
McKifiley will be held in
Wichita, Kan.
COOL FOR FLAVOR
All game and game birds
should be refrigerated three
---or four days before roasting to
bring out the full flavor.
For Those Who Missed Them,
nillIons-OT TV viewers 
_NEW YORKIAP1=-2.&,tor
and west of Chicago who went
to bed not knowing how their
favorite network shows came
out - now you can rest easy.
The first of two in-
terruptions came just as
shows in the 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
CDT period Thursday night
were winding up.
In Topeka, Kan., KTSB-TV,
an NBC affiliate, didn't want
its audience to miss the ending
of "Quincy," so when power
was restored the station
flashed across the bottom of
the screen: "The doctor did
— -
Here is a brief summary of
the CBS, NBC and ABC
shows:
On CBS' "Hawaii Five-0,"
Danny Williams was brain-
-washed by a beautiful foreign
agent and programmed to
help steal secret documents
arriving at the airport. Steve
McGarrett arrived in time to
foil the r plot, but the agent
ordered Williams to shoot
McGarrett. Williams' loyalty
to his boss proved stronger
than the programming,
however, and the villains were
all rounded up. The courier
'who had unwittingly caused
the bomb death of a scientist
at the begirairig of the sbov;
was vindicated because he.
•
brainwashing.
In NBC's "Quincy," Dr
Quincy suspected foul play in
the death of a Grand Prix
racing driver. He began a




phetamines just before his
accident on the track. The
trail led to the track doctor,
who initially had denied
knowing of the driver's
ailment. The dettor
acknowledged beim_ in love
with the dead driver's wife
Another driver died along the
way, and that killing, too, was
traced to the doctor.
-4- -4-
In ABC's "Soap," Jodie
startled Carol with a proposal
of marriage, and Jessica
consented to a dangerous
operation on her husband,
Chester. Tim Flotsky, the ex-
priest Who thought that
nothing his mother did could
surprise him, was surprised
And Danny tried a new plan i,.
SHIP SHOW
NEW YORK ( AP) - A
marine exhibition with major
emphasis on Ships of the 19th
century continues through
Oct. 28 at the Kennedy
Galleries in Manhattan.
twl been tbe_yieliw.el—§-...ove his arriage frnm 
rEssster and-his neck frattie
loan shark.
THE 'REV. DAVID STONE
will be the evangelist at the
revival services to be held at
the Emmanuel Missionary
Baptist Church, located on 121
By pass near North 16th Street,
starting Monday. Oct. 16, and
continuing through Saturday,
Oct. 21, according to the
pastor, the Res. James
Fortner, who invites the
public to attend. Rev. Stone is
pastor of the Bethlehem
B.Aptist Temple, Cincinnati,
Oto.) Services will be at 7:30
p.m and at twelve noon each
day. Lunch will be provided.
Terry Todd will direct tht






ROTARY SPEAKER - Rotary president Forrest Pridds talks with Tom Begley, assistantprofessor in the department of engineering technology at Murray State Universityfollowing Thursday's Rotary meeting. Begley spoke to the Rotarians about the facilitiesof the new Murray water treatment plant and other environmental concerns. Begleysaid that Murray was fortunate in that it had "good quality air." He ars° stated thatMurray's water supply was from wells and that unlike a number of other western Ken-tucky towns, Murray was "in good shape in terms of a water Supply."
Staff Photo (1 Debbie N lee
Conferees Agree On Method




Congressional conferees agreed today
on a strategy that could salvage a
college tuition tax credit in the rush to
weekend adjournment.
Meanwhile, the Carter ad-
ministration showed no enthusiasm for
a plan to slash individual income taxes
by an average 25 perrent over the next
five years, despite lopsided en--
dorsement trim the House and Senate.
--- •
President Carter told Sens. Sam
Nunn, E)-Ga., Lawton Chiles, 1)-Fla.,
and Henry Bellnion, R-Okla., sporolors
of the future-year tax cut, that he had
not had time to analyze it..
But after the three met with Treasury
Secretary Michael Blumenthal and
other presidential economic-advisers,
Bellmon told reporters: "We didn't get
a flat threat of a veto, but I agree their
reaction was not positive"
,r.l'he Republican-backed ;bin to write
tax reductions now for future years'
threatens to dominate a congressional-
. • •
w
conerenee that is trying to reach a
compromise on a tax cut for 1979
And the tuition tax credit, which
Carter has vowed to veto even if it
means killing the entire tax-cut bill, is
causing more problems in the closing
days of the 95th Congress.
The Senate favors a tax credit of up to
$250 a year for college students, but it
flatly rejects any effort to include aid
for parents of pupils in private
elementary and secondary schools.
_On Vte other hand, the House refused..
Thursday night, 207-185, to accept the
college credits without some aid for
elementary and secondary pupils.
conferees agreed today to ask the
__- Senate to vote again on credits for high
school and college, dropping the
elementary aid. They did so despite
Insistence by Sen. Russell B Long, D-
IA., head of the Senateconferees, that
"I don't think it has a chance" on the
floor. •
•-•• The expected Serrate rwjectirm (ff That
Idea would throw the bill backtto the
House oh a collegxecreeitt-rrr-nnthing
4
basis
The measure would provide a college
cre7IffirS100 this year, $150 next year
and $250 in 1980. The high-school credit
would be $50 this year, $100 in 1979 and
$100 in 1980.
If, as long. said, some miracle
allowed that measure to pass both
houses, Carter.-would veto it quickly
ana,Congress would have a chance to
override the veto before quitting for the
, year
  43 insurance against a veto, backers
ofihe cqllege credit attached it to the
big 1979 tax-cut bill. If the college credit
on a separate bill dies, conferees may
feel compelled to leave the popular
item attached to the tax-cut bill and see
if Carter was bluffing when he said
flatly he would not sign any bill that
carried a tuition credit.
The Senate has refused to go along
with the elementary and secondary aid,
much of which would go to pupils in
shaschrua schools, on grounds such
ereajtssantild violate the Constitution's




-Pep Ratty, Bonfire, ebncert
Highlight Homecoming-Week
A imesiee pep rally and
bonfire -followed by a jazz
concest-leatiiring a nationally-
known artist. will AlCk off the




Scheduled for 6:15 p.m.
Friday, October' 20, in the
Fieldhouse, home of the
basketball Racers, the pep
rally will set the tempo for the
weekend, which will climax
the following afternoon . when
the Racers clash with Eastern
Kentucky in an Ohiq Valley
Conference game in Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The bonfire, at which a
Chicago-based musical group
is expected to perform, will be
lighted at 6:45 p.m. just south
of the Fieldhouse in the
Cutchin Recreational Com-
plex area. Refreshments also
-will be served to those par-
ticipating.
Trumpeter Marvin Stamm,
whose solo work has earned-
him recognition around the
workl. Ica -appear with -
university's Jazz Band and-
Jazz Combo in a free concert
beginning at 8 p.m. in Loyetf
Auditorium. He . also will
perform with the Racer Band
at halftime of the football
game on Saturday,afternoon.
A native of e• Memphis,
Tennessee, Stamm recently
has made tours with Frank
Sinatra to Australia and
Japan, as well as to points in
the United States. He also has
traveled with Benny Good-
Man's Septet and Michelle
Legrand's small group as-well
as__doing concert appearances
with college jazz bands.
He also has appeared as a
guest soloist with, the
Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra and played with the
bands of Buddy Morrow,
Lionel Hampton, Buddy Rich




The Rev. Frank H. Bulle,
superintendent of the Paris
District of the United
Methodist Church, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Oct. 15, at
-the 'South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Special music will be
-directed by Tom Allen with
Joan Cooper as organist. The
Youth Choir will sing "For
The Beauty of the Earth," and
the Children's Choir will sing
"G(id Is So Good."
A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon, followed by
the annual charge conference
at 1:30 p.m. Sunday School.
willbeat 9:45 a.m. -
No evening worship services
will be held on Sunday, ac-
cording to the church pastor,
the Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest atnoon, EIYI, today, furnished to theWeer & Times by First of Michigan,Carp., of Murray, are astollows:
Industrial Average  +0.52
Air Products Wit -14
American Motors 84 -Li.
Ashland Oil .. . ....  457. -Lk
American Telephone ID% uneBonanza 77.B 75A
Chrysler  IP" uneFord Motor 454. -4,General Care . . .. . ....... 17$1.11 177.A
General Dynamics 1141, -3.
General Motors 647. + Li.
General Tire ,274i. one
Goodrich 20". one
Hardees  14'. + L. .Heublein 304. -1,
1B5.1 WI, + ai
Pennwalt 38 me
Quaker Oats 21 +'i.
Tappan- 1011. .L.
Wal-Mart  
Wendys , .......... . .. 33B 3214,A
. . 14'• -1 4
A Pap Smear Clinic will be
held at the Calloway County
Health Center, North Seventh
and Olive Streets, Murray, on
Monday, Oct. 16, at one p.m.
WorriM" should call the





• The Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, located
off Highway 94 East, will hold
regular worship services on
Sunday, Oct. 15, at eleven a.m..
"The All Night Sermon" will
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. T. H. Sanders,
pastor, who will also direct the
singing with Mrs. Anna Wells
as pianist. -





Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring Baptist.
Church, will speak at both the
eleven a.m. and seven p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Oct. 15, at the church.
"The Way That He Loves"
will be the song to be sung by
the Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist. Raymond
Crawford, deacon of the week,
will assist in services.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for
practice and will sing in the
evening service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mary Janice Cooper,
Denecia Lovins, and Pat
Dalton.
way on the university's courts
on ChesUint Street. The entry
fee is $5, and competition will
consist of men's singles and
doubles for players with
previous tournament ex-
perience, more for novice
players with two years or less
of playing experience as well
as mixed doubles.
A new competition has also
been added this year, ac-
cording to Eddie Hunt,'"
Murray sporting goods store
operator, who is in charge.
The new class will be for
players 55 years and older.
At 9 a.m., play will star( in
the annual HomecoMing gglf
tournament, to be played
again this year at Oaks
Country Club west of the
campus. This year's tour--
Mel Lewis Jazz Orchestra for scramble affair, in Mt:
member of the Thad Jones- "meet wilt be a' t
four years. player hits each shot from the
The weekend's activities - same Point- The best ANL_
officially will begin at 8 a.m made, distancewise Or
Friday when the Homecoming positionwise, is selected and
tennis tcsaraainant-gois-iisilse-ik-tau+Plaigen-gbr-11--Lake!-UX--
next shot from that point,
repeating the procedure On
,,.around the course-
The entry fee is $5 per
player with all proceeds going
to the Murray State Golf team
for tournament participation
expenses.- Reservations for
both the tennis and golf
tournaments can be made
through the Office of Alumni





Dr. Floyd Haberkorn, •
-131.ree(6ic of Membership
Services for the National
ap_ Smear Ctin. it - Assoc tatibliTOTThe "ectieit%`"ii
of Young Children (NACYC),-
will be-- ' the Murray StateScheduled University campus on
Saturday, Oct. 14, from 9:30 to
11:00 a.m.
The director will meet with
interested early chidhood
educators in Room 75 of the -
Early Childhood Center in
order to discuss the ad-
vantages for organizing . a
Western Kentucky Affiliate
with the Kentucky Association
for the Education of Young
Children and the National
Association for the Education
of Young Children.
Dr. Haberkorn will also
discuss the benefits NAEYC
members receive from the
national organization, ac-
cording to Dr. Charles R.






Allen Funt, who has made a
bereer of "catching people in
the act of being themselves,"
will present "The New Candid
Camera Show" at Murray
State University on Saturdik- -
evening, Nov. 11.
Scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.
in Beshear Gymnasium of the
Student Center, the show is
part of the Insight-.Lecture
series sponsored by the
Student Government
Association. qt. is open to the
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Prices Cut In 1/2
Because of these prices terms Of sale are:
No Refunds; No Delivery
No Guarantee,111 Sales Cash
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